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Abstract 

The perception of speech involves the integration of both heard and seen signals. 

Increasing evidence indicates that even young infants are sensitive to the correspondence 

between these sensory signals, and adding visual information to the auditory speech signal 

can change infants’ perception. Nonetheless, important questions remain regarding the nature 

of and limits to early audiovisual speech perception. In the first set of experiments in this 

thesis, I use a novel eyetracking method to investigate whether English-learning six-, nine-, 

and 11-month-olds detect content correspondence in auditory and visual information when 

perceiving non-native speech. Six- and nine-month-olds, prior to and in the midst of 

perceptual attunement, switch their face-scanning patterns in response to incongruent speech, 

evidence that infants at these ages detect audiovisual incongruence even in non-native 

speech. I then probe whether this familiarization, to congruent or incongruent speech, affects 

infants’ perception such that auditory-only phonetic discrimination of the non-native sounds 

is changed. I find that familiarization to incongruent speech changes—but does not entirely 

disrupt—six-month-olds’ auditory discrimination. Nine- and 11-month-olds, in the midst and 

at the end of perceptual attunement, do not discriminate the non-native sounds regardless of 

familiarization condition. In the second set of experiments, I test how temporal information 

and phonetic content information may both contribute to an infant’s use of auditory and 

visual information in the perception of speech. I familiarize six-month-olds to audiovisual 

Hindi speech sounds in which the auditory and visual signals of the speech are incongruent 

in content and, in two conditions, are also temporally asynchronous. I hypothesize that, when 

presented with temporally synchronous, incongruent stimuli, infants rely on either the 

auditory or the visual information in the signal and use that information to categorize the 
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speech event. Further, I predict that the addition of a temporal offset to this incongruent 

speech changes infants’ use of the auditory and visual information. Although the main results 

of this latter study are inconclusive, post-hoc analyses suggest that when visual information 

is presented first or synchronously with auditory information, as is the case in the 

environment, infants exhibit a moderate matching preference for auditory information at test. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

The neonate is faced with a new world of objects and events, many of which 

simultaneously provide information to more than one of the child’s developing sensory systems. 

These multisensory experiences, from the seen and felt touch of a parent’s hand to the heard and 

seen whirr of hospital machinery to the heard, seen, and felt cries that the infant produces herself, 

envelop a young child in a complex sea of information from the first moments after birth. The 

complexity of the new environment far outpaces that of the infant’s previous environment, the 

uterus, where the child’s sensory systems had begun to develop and had begun to detect auditory, 

vibrotactile, and olfactory/gustatory information. Now, with eyes open and ears clearing of fluid, 

the infant begins the years-long process of making sense of this environment full of bright, loud, 

heavy, and smelly stimuli. 

The infant does not begin this process empty-handed, however. Increasingly robust 

evidence indicates that the human infant is born prepared to learn (or even to expect) 

correspondences between multisensory signals when they are provided by a single source. Some 

of the most pervasive work on this type of multisensory processing in early infancy has been 

conducted in the domain of speech perception, where the signals provided in the auditory and 

visual modalities are tightly coupled in the timing of their onsets and offsets and the peaks and 

troughs in their respective amplitudes. Not only do the multimodal signals of speech correlate in 

these low-level, modality-general properties of their waveforms, but they also share more 

specific characteristics. The sight of a human mouth open in vocalization produces a specific 

type of sound (a vowel), one that differs dramatically from the sound produced when the mouth 

aperture is restricted by an oral articulator (e.g., the teeth, lips, tongue, palate), resulting in a 
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consonant. And the specificity extends beyond this simple vowel-consonant dichotomy: the 

relative size of the mouth aperture is highly correlated with the acoustic properties of specific 

vowels, as the place and manner of vocal tract closure is associated with the acoustic properties 

of consonants. In fact, the correspondence between the modality-specific characteristics of 

auditory and visual speech is so tightly coupled that computational models can, supplied only 

with visual information from the speaking face, predict a great deal of the variance in the 

acoustic signal (Vatikiotis-Bateson & Munhall, 2015). 

As adults with years of experience in our native language(s), we are sensitive to these 

visual-acoustic correspondences in speech, and we notice inconsistencies in audiovisual 

congruence. Most of us are familiar with the nuisance of watching poorly dubbed film; even the 

slightest of temporal asynchronies or structural incongruencies between the audio that we hear 

and the video that we see are noticeable to most adult perceivers of speech (although, after 

sustained exposure to asynchronous speech, adults become less sensitive to temporal 

inconsistencies (Navarra et al., 2005)). But, as more deeply reviewed later in this introductory 

chapter, adults’ simultaneous use of auditory and visual information when processing speech is 

not limited to the rather artificial example of video recorded speech. Even normally hearing 

adults rely heavily on visual information to comprehend auditory speech events, and auditory 

speech perception is improved when paired with corresponding visual speech in both noisy and 

ideal listening conditions (Sumby & Pollack, 1954; Grant & Seitz, 2000; Remez, 2005; Ross et 

al., 2006). Moreover, adults’ auditory speech perception can be changed by the imposition of a 

visual signal, a phenomenon most clearly demonstrated in the famous McGurk effect (McGurk 

& Macdonald, 1976). 
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That adults rely so heavily on both auditory and visual information when processing 

speech, and that they have such stringent expectations regarding the correspondences between 

the two, may not be surprising given the years of exposure to audiovisual speech to which the 

typically developing adult has been exposed. Although there are exceptions (talking on the 

phone, having one’s back turned to one’s speaking partner, listening to speech in the dark or 

watching speech from across a crowded, noisy room), speech perception is normally both 

auditory and visual. Adults, then, have been exposed to the specific pairings of auditory and 

visual speech since birth, and so their sensitivity to temporal asynchrony in speech (at thresholds 

hovering around 100 ms) (Dixon & Spitz, 1980; Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 1996; van 

Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel, 2007) and content incongruence (for example, English-speaking 

adults can spot the difference between a visual /d/ and a visual /b/ in the articulatory 

configuration of a speaker’s face) could simply be driven by experience. 

Strikingly, however, young, inexperienced infants also exhibit robust sensitivity to both 

temporal and structural correspondences in audiovisual speech. Infants detect the match between 

heard and seen speech events in their native language (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; Patterson 

& Werker, 1999), doing so as early as two months (Patterson & Werker, 2003). Infants’ auditory 

speech discrimination, like that of adults, is improved when they have access to the 

corresponding visual signal (Teinonen. Aslin, Alku, & Csibra, 2008; Ter Schure, Junge, & 

Boersma, 2016), and the imposition of an incongruent visual signal can change an infant’s 

perception of an auditory speech event (Burnham & Dodd, 2004; Desjardins & Werker, 2004; 

Rosenblum, Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997). But young infants are also capable of feats in 

audiovisual speech perception that adults are not. For approximately the first half of the first year 

of life, infants match the heard and seen speech signals of languages with which they are 
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unfamiliar (Pons, Lewkowicz, Soto-Faraco, & Sebastian-Galles, 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014), and 

can discriminate between two different languages when shown visual-only displays (Weikum et 

al., 2007). During this same period, they can even match the heard and seen calls of non-human 

primates (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006). Adults do not exhibit such sensitivity, discriminating 

visually between two languages only when at least one of them is familiar (Soto-Faraco et al., 

2007), and matching heard and seen signals from an unfamiliar language only at chance levels 

(Pons et al., 2009). 

These and other remarkable abilities of the young infant, reviewed in depth below, have 

reshaped researchers’ understanding of the early months of speech perception development. 

Although speech perception has historically been considered an auditory endeavour with support 

from vision and other sensory systems, these and other recent advances in the field have led to 

the re-characterization of infants’ speech perception as a multisensory process. Moreover, as our 

understanding of infants’ audiovisual speech perception advances and we discover the surprising 

breadth of infants’ early perceptual capabilities, we have come to understand better the role that 

experience with a specific language may (or may not) play in the formation of the early speech 

percept. 

Nonetheless, our understanding of the development of infants’ audiovisual speech 

perception is itself continuing to develop rapidly. As the evidence accumulates that speech 

perception relies on both auditory and visual information from early in development, important 

questions arise around our previously held beliefs about speech perception, many of which were 

formed after extensive testing in the auditory domain alone. Moreover, as we come to better 

understand the complexity and specificity of infants’ abilities to match heard and seen speech 

and to use visual speech to improve auditory perception, we find ourselves asking how it is that 
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infants—with so little experience—develop such a rich connection between the heard and seen 

signals of spoken language.  

In this thesis, I report the results of two sets of experiments, each addressing a set of 

interrelated hypotheses. In the first experimental set, I probe whether our understanding of a 

relatively well-understood phenomenon of early language development, perceptual attunement, 

is modified when we consider carefully the audiovisual nature of speech perception in infancy. I 

first test whether infants at three ages, before, during, and after perceptual attunement, are 

sensitive to incongruence in the auditory and visual signals of non-native speech, and predict that 

such a sensitivity, if shown, weakens developmentally throughout the first year of life. In that 

same experimental set, I then probe whether familiarizing infants to audiovisual speech boosts 

their discrimination of non-native auditory contrasts, predicting that visual information improves 

phonetic discrimination for nine-month-old infants undergoing perceptual attunement. In my 

second experimental set, I probe infants’ integration of auditory and visual signals in speech 

more deeply, testing whether—when the two provide conflicting information—infants rely more 

heavily on information from one of these modalities over the other. Finally, I test the interaction 

between infants’ use of content and temporal information in the audiovisual signal of speech, 

predicting that the addition of a temporal offset between the auditory and visual signals shifts 

infants’ use of the auditory or visual information to make phonetic distinctions. 

1.2 Multisensory perception 

The environment is rich with objects and events that simultaneously produce auditory and 

visual signals, among others. On a rainy morning in the city, I see the texture and the size of the 

raindrops as they fall. I hear them as they fall on me and on the surrounding surfaces of the 

street, the trees, and the vehicles. I use different sensory organs to detect these auditory and 
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visual signals, and each has its unique, modality-specific characteristics. Without taking some 

poetic license, one cannot easily describe the colour of an auditory event or the pitch of a visual 

one (unless one has synesthesia (Spector & Maurer, 2009)). The transparency of a raindrop has 

no auditory equivalent, and the sound of its contact with the ground cannot be described visually. 

But because these signals are produced at the same source, they also share modality-general 

properties, such as their temporal onsets and offsets, their rhythmicity, their intensity, and their 

spatial location, among others (Lewkowicz & Turkewitz, 1980). Temporally, I detect the heard 

and seen signals of the rain simultaneously. The rhythm of the falling rain is reflected in both 

sensory modalities, and the intensities of the auditory and visual signals are highly correlated in a 

particular time window.  

Humans are sensitive to these modality-general correspondences between seen and heard 

stimuli, and—perhaps because of these highly reliable correspondences—the integration of 

signals from multiple modalities into one unified percept is argued to be a “fundamental 

characteristic of the brain” (Stein, 1998, p. 124). Humans match auditory and visual signals 

produced at the same source based on their rhythms, intensities, spatial locations, et cetera, and 

when simultaneously provided with redundant sensory information from more than one 

modality, processing of a stimulus is faster and more accurate than when information is 

presented in one modality alone. For example, when instructed to detect a target visual event in a 

series of distractor events, adults’ performance is improved when the target event is paired with a 

high-pitch tone embedded in a background of low-pitch auditory stimuli presented with the 

distractor events (Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000). Likewise, when subjects are instructed to locate 

a visual signal to the right or left of a centrally-located fixation point, their reaction time is 

reduced (improved) when the visual stimulus is accompanied by an auditory event presented on 
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the same side (Posner, Nissen, & Klein, 1976). Learning is also improved when stimuli are 

presented multimodally rather than unimodally. Adult subjects better remember visual pictures 

when they are presented concurrently with sound pairings than when they are presented in 

silence (Murray et al., 2004). Even infants learn to discriminate visual-only rhythms better after 

familiarization with synchronous, multisensory (audiovisual) familiarization than after 

unisensory familiarization alone (Bahrick & Lickliter, 2000). 

However, when cross-modal signals are non-redundant (i.e., when they provide 

conflicting information), typically because of an experimental manipulation, processing is slower 

and less accurate (Kim, Seitz, & Shams, 2008). Conflicting, incongruent cross-modal 

information can also change the perception of an event. When auditory tones are paired with 

visual light of differing durations, the length of the auditory tone affects the perceived duration 

of the visual light (Walker & Scott, 1981). Similarly, when blinking visual lights and intermittent 

auditory tones or clicks are presented simultaneously but at different rates, the rate of 

presentation of the auditory stimulus influences the perception of the rate of light blinks 

(Gebhard & Mowbray, 1959; Shipley, 1964; Welch, DuttonHurt, & Warren, 1986). Cross-modal 

conflicts can change the spatial localization of an event as well, a phenomenon exemplified by 

the ventriloquist effect (Howard & Templeton, 1966). The pairing of a synchronous visual event 

(in this case, a puppet’s mouth moving) with an auditory event (a ventriloquist speaking) induces 

a change in source localization, with observers localizing the speech to the puppet instead of to 

the performer. This effect has been demonstrated outside its specific domain of origin. When 

subjects are presented with an auditory beep and a temporally synchronous but spatially 

displaced flashing light, their localization of the beep is displaced to be closer to the location of 

the light (Bertelson & Aschersleben, 1998). 
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The human adult is able to identify the sensations detected by the various sensory organs, 

and can use language to discuss the modality-specific aspects of multisensory events. Perhaps 

unsurprisingly, then, human perceptual function was historically characterized as a set of 

modular systems operating independently of one another (Shimojo & Shams, 2001). However, 

the prevalent and robust facilitatory, disruptive, and illusory effects of cross-modal congruence 

and incongruence briefly reviewed here have led to the re-evaluation of the perceptual systems, 

such that they are now seen as multisensory in nature. Perception of auditory events are altered 

by the imposition of visual information, whether that information is congruent or incongruent, 

and the integration of visual and auditory signals appears to be automatic and obligatory. 

1.3 The case of speech 

Even the most cursory read of the vast literature on multisensory perception in humans 

will include a great deal of reference to one domain in which information is presented across 

multiple modalities: speech. Although speech perception, as with other perceptual domains, has 

historically been considered a unisensory process, data from the last century has revised this 

view considerably (see Campbell, 2008, for a detailed historical review). The perception of 

human speech is now considered to be robustly multisensory, as rich acoustic, visual, and 

vibrotactile information is produced by the vocal tract and is transmitted to the perceiver’s 

corresponding sensory receptors. As noted above, although there are instances in which the 

signal of only one speech modality is detectable, the vast majority of speech perception involves 

the detection and processing of dynamic information from more than one modality. When 

watching and listening to another person speak, the modality-general properties of the visible 

signals from the speaker’s moving articulators (e.g., rhythm, duration, intensity, temporal onsets 

and offsets) correlate highly with these same modality-general properties of the acoustic signal, 
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and together they provide tightly coupled information to the perceiver. Subjects are quite 

sensitive to the temporal synchrony of speech events, noticing asynchrony even when auditory 

information precedes visual information by as little as 60-130 ms (Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & 

Ward, 1996; van Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel, 2007; Dixon & Spitz, 1980).  

In addition to the modality-general properties that the auditory and visual signals of 

speech share (e.g., rhythm, intensity, temporal onsets and offsets), there also exists a tight 

relationship between the modality-specific signals of speech. Certain visual articulatory gestures 

correspond to specific acoustic realizations, and vice versa, and these correspondences are tightly 

coupled. At a gross level, the sight of the mouth opening, wherein the vocal articulators (e.g., the 

tongue, lips, teeth, palate) minimally constrict the opening of the vocal tract, is associated with 

the acoustic structure of vowels, comprised of resonant frequency bands. The sight of the mouth 

closing, wherein one or more of the aforementioned articulators restricts the movement of air in 

the vocal tract, is associated with the rather different and varied acoustic properties of 

consonants. But, as noted above, audiovisual links in speech events are more specific than this 

simple consonant-vowel dichotomy. For example, the extent of mouth aperture affects the 

formants of vowels (the ranges of frequencies with high spectral peaks that give vowels their 

individual characteristics). Close vowels such as /i/ have a lower first formant than do open 

vowels such as /ɑ/. Likewise, the visual attributes accompanying specific vocal closures 

associated with consonants correlate highly with those consonants’ acoustic characteristics. Not 

only does the voiced bilabial stop /b/ differ from the voiced velar stop /g/ in its visual 

characteristics (with lips closing in a canonical production of /b/ and tongue body meeting velum 

in canonical productions of /g/), but the acoustic characteristics of the two sounds covary with 

the changes in visual information. As noted above, even an algorithm without linguistic 
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experience can predict a great deal of the variance in the acoustic signal of speech when provided 

with the visual signal (see Vatikiotis-Bateson & Munhall, 2015, for a review). 

As with non-speech events, there are strong cross-modal interactions in the perception of 

the visual and auditory signals of speech. In one of the most cited examples of this interaction, 

Sumby and Pollack (1954) demonstrated that adults’ auditory perception of speech in noise is 

highly improved by the imposition of a matching visual signal. The addition of visual 

information allows adults to perceive speech in a certain level of noise (4-6 dB) with accuracy 

akin to their perception of speech in silence (MacLeod & Summerfield, 1987). Later 

investigations into this phenomenon revealed that visual information not only improves auditory 

speech perception when conditions are noisy, but also under ideal listening conditions in which 

the signal-to-noise ratio is high (Remez, 2005). Moreover, even hearing adults are adept 

speechreaders, and are able, to varying degrees, to interpret silent visual speech (Summerfield, 

1992), even when fixating to regions of the speaker’s head and face other than the mouth 

(Vatikiotis-Bateson, Eigsti, Yano, & Munhall, 1998). Visual speech information also aids in 

deciphering auditory speech that is less familiar, such as that produced in a second language. For 

example, Spanish-dominant Spanish-Catalan bilinguals discriminate a Catalan auditory contrast 

when auditory tokens are paired with visual information, but not when they are presented 

without a visual display (Navarra & Soto-Faraco, 2005). 

In day-to-day speech interactions, complementary information provided by the auditory 

and visual signals of speech aids in its comprehension. However, one of the most striking 

demonstrations of the interaction between auditory and visual information in the speech percept 

comes from the unnatural imposition of conflicting auditory and visual speech information. As 

with non-speech stimuli, the artificial pairing of incongruent auditory and visual signals results in 
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slower processing, and may also—depending on the modality-specific characteristics of the two 

signals—result in an illusory percept. The best known of these illusory percepts was discovered 

by McGurk and Macdonald (1976), and is known eponymously as the McGurk effect. In the 

classic demonstration of the McGurk effect, an auditory-only token of the consonant-vowel (CV) 

syllable /bɑ/ is paired with a silent visual token of the CV syllable /gɑ/. In response, English-

speaking adults report perceiving the illusory, intermediate syllable /dɑ/. This effect has been 

repeatedly replicated (quite recently by van Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel, 2007; Keil, Muller, 

Ihssen, & Weisz, 2012; Setti, Burke, Kenny, & Newell, 2013), and appears to be robust to 

certain attempts to mitigate it. Even when adults are instructed to ignore the visual information in 

a McGurk-like paradigm, their auditory perception is nonetheless influenced by the visual signal 

(Buchan & Munhall, 2011). Crucially, perception of a McGurk-like illusion breaks down when 

the auditory and visual signals are not presented temporally simultaneously (within about 60 ms 

of one another) (Munhall et al., 1996), further indicating that both content information (in this 

case, the acoustic and visual characteristics of the visual /gɑ/ and auditory /bɑ/ syllables) as well 

as modality-general information (in this case, temporal synchrony) contribute to the adult’s 

perception of audiovisual speech. 

The evidence reviewed here indicates that, at least for the adult, speech perception is 

multisensory, with vision and audition (among other sensory modalities, including haptic 

perception) obligatorily implicated in the process (Rosenblum, 2005). As Ghazanfar and 

Takahashi eloquently argue in their review of the evolution of speech, “audiovisual (or 

‘multisensory’) speech is really the primary mode of speech perception and not a capacity that 

was simply piggy-backed onto auditory speech perception later in the course of our evolution” 

(2014, p. 545). Although speech perception has historically been investigated using methods that 
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probe auditory-only speech perception, that adults rely heavily on both audition and vision when 

perceiving speech should not be a surprise to the lay reader. After all, the typically developing 

adult has been exposed to audiovisual speech since birth. To borrow the title of McGurk and 

Macdonald’s landmark (1976) study, adults have had decades of experience “hearing lips and 

seeing voices”. Surely these years of exposure to language would prepare the adult to have 

stringent expectations not only about the shared modality-general characteristics of speech, 

common to all multisensory objects and events, but also to the specific acoustic properties of 

visual phones and the visual properties of auditory ones. 

However, it is not in adulthood, or even in later childhood, that evidence of the 

audiovisual nature of speech perception is first observable. From the earliest ages tested, young 

infants also exhibit robust audiovisual speech perception. Such findings indicate that the 

audiovisual nature of speech perception is not solely a learned tendency, but that speech 

perception is audiovisual from birth. The remainder of this literature review explores the recent 

advances that have been made in better understanding how infants use both visual and auditory 

information in the processing of speech, and explores how—as a result of these advances—the 

pervasive view in early speech perception research has shifted from an auditory-dominant one to 

one that considers speech perception as a multisensory process from early in ontogeny. 

1.4 Audiovisual speech perception in infancy 

At birth, infants appear prepared to detect the correspondences between seen and heard 

speech, attending preferentially to faces over non-face stimuli (Johnson, Dziurawiec, Ellis, & 

Morton, 1991; Goren, Sarty, & Wu, 1975; Valenza, Simion, Cassia, & Umilta, 1996), and to 

speaking faces over still faces (Nagy, 2008). From the first moments of post-natal life, infants are 

thus exposed to audiovisual speech from their caregivers, preparing them to rely on such 
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information for the acquisition of complex language throughout the early years of the lifespan. In 

the sections that follow, I review the pertinent literature on the development of audiovisual 

speech perception across the first year of life, and make the case that sensitivity to the 

correspondences between auditory and visual speech are present without specific experience 

with seen and heard language in the environment. 

1.4.1 Audiovisual matching 

Perhaps the best known demonstration of infants’ early sensitivity to the correspondence 

between auditory and visual speech is their ability to match heard and seen vowels (Kuhl & 

Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; MacKain, Studdert-Kennedy, Spieker, & Stern, 1983; Patterson & 

Werker, 1999, 2003). In their groundbreaking study, Kuhl and Meltzoff (1982) tested 4.5-month-

old infants by showing them side-by-side videos of faces silently articulating the English vowels 

/ɑ/ and /i/. They simultaneously presented the infants with a stream of auditory tokens consisting 

of either /ɑ/ or /i/, projected from the centre of the experimental apparatus (between the two side-

by-side faces). Infants exhibited longer looking time to the face articulating the matching vowel 

than they did to the face articulating the incongruent vowel. This result was interpreted as 

evidence that infants are sensitive to the correspondences between the specific auditory and 

visual signals of speech, and that—unlike previously thought—such a sensitivity emerges very 

early in ontogeny when infants are relatively inexperienced with speech. Infants’ matching of 

heard and seen vowels precedes even their matching of a speaker’s voice to a face of his or her 

gender, which does not emerge until approximately eight months of age (Patterson & Werker, 

2002). 

Nearly two decades after the initial finding exhibiting infants’ phonetic matching abilities 

was published, it was replicated with two-month-old infants (Patterson & Werker, 2003), who 
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also exhibited robust sensitivity to the match between heard and seen speech sounds in their 

native language. These authors argued that, based on their findings with such young infants, the 

intermodal matching of the auditory and visual signals of speech was either the object of 

extremely rapid experience-based acquisition, or was somehow privileged by underlying 

perceptual biases present at birth.  

 Following the publication of these studies, additional evidence has been accumulated 

indicating that young infants not only match heard and seen speech in their native language, but 

also do so in languages with which they are unfamiliar. Such results are important because they 

indicate that the intermodal perception of speech is not restricted to sound-sight combinations 

that have been highlighted in the infant’s environment. To construct lexical items (words), each 

of the world’s languages uses a subset of the possible sounds (phones) that the human vocal tract 

is capable of producing. The sounds that each language uses contrastively are called phonemes. 

For example, in English, the alveolar approximant /ɹ/ (as in ‘rag’) and the alveolar lateral 

approximant /l/ (as in ‘lag’) are both used to contrast meaning; they are both phonemic. The 

production of these two sounds by English speakers follows a bimodal distribution, with the 

greatest acoustic distance between the two sounds observed in the frequency of the third formant, 

the values of which do not overlap in canonical English productions (Lotto, Satto, & Diehl, 

2004). English-learning infants are therefore exposed to a bimodal distribution of /ɹ/-like and /l/-

like audiovisual speech tokens in the environment (for example, whenever a caregiver wishes to 

produce the words ‘rag’ or ‘lag’).  

However, in Japanese, for example, such a distinction does not exist; the language does 

not utilize an alveolar or postalveolar approximant phonemically. While Japanese-learning 

infants may hear and see /ɹ/-like and /l/-like speech tokens, they are much more rare than they are 
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in English, and are likely distributed widely throughout the speech that the infant perceives. This 

unsystematic distribution of non-phonemic speech sounds likely results in reduced 

discrimination of such sounds by older infants and adults (see Maye & Gerken, 2000; Maye, 

Werker, & Gerken, 2002 for evidence that discrimination is enhanced following presentation of a 

bimodal, and reduced following presentation of a unimodal auditory distribution of phones). 

Japanese-speaking adults and Japanese-learning infants, after about 9-10 months of age, no 

longer exhibit discrimination of the English /ɹ/-/l/ distinction (Goto, 1971; Miyawaki et al. 1975; 

Best & Strange, 1992; Tsushima et al., 1994). 

Nevertheless, it appears as though—at least early in infancy—humans are capable of 

matching the heard and seen signals even of languages with which they are unfamiliar and which 

use sound contrasts that are irrelevant in the infant’s native language. For example, Japanese-

learning 8-month-old infants match the seen and heard signals of consonants, even when the 

consonant is a non-canonical bilabial trill /B/ that is not present in their language’s repertoire of 

speech sounds (Mugitani, Kobayashi, & Hiraki, 2008). Similarly, Spanish-learning infants match 

the heard and seen signals of two English speech sounds (the voiced labiodental fricative /v/ and 

the voiced bilabial stop /b/), even though Spanish does not use these sounds contrastively (Pons 

et al., 2009). German-learning infants, after familiarization to auditory-only fluent speech from 

either French or German, look preferentially to one of two side-by-side silent visual displays 

producing the language that matched what they heard during familiarization (Kubicek et al., 

2014). The results of these studies probing infants’ detection of audiovisual correspondence in 

non-native languages provide evidence for the early role of visual information in the perception 

of speech, even when specific experience is absent. These results advance the proposal that there 

may be a privileged mapping between auditory speech perception and visual speech perception 
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from birth, and that experience is not required for infants to match the seen and heard content of 

audiovisual speech.  

There are two additional patterns in these latter two studies that merit attention for the 

purposes of the present endeavour. First, both Pons and colleagues (2009) and Kubicek and 

colleagues (2014) examined infants’ sensitivity to the match between heard and seen speech 

developmentally across the first year of life. As reviewed above, during the first half of this 

period, infants are sensitive to the auditory distinctions between non-native speech sounds, a 

sensitivity that declines later in development. Both of these studies (Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et 

al., 2014) replicated this finding, but with audiovisual matching. Infants were sensitive to the 

match between non-native heard and seen speech, but only until a certain point in development 

after which they cease to discriminate between auditory-only exemplars from these languages. 

Pons and colleagues (2009) argue, in light of their studies, that the sensitive period for 

audiovisual matching in a non-native language is similar to the sensitive period for auditory-only 

contrasts and that, perhaps, the sensitive period is “pan-sensory” (p. 10598). 

 Moreover, in both the Pons and colleagues (2009) and Kubicek and colleagues (2014) 

study, infants matched heard and seen speech in the absence of modality-general temporal cues 

that might have bootstrapped infants’ matching of the signals from the two modalities. Unlike in 

prior studies probing audiovisual speech matching (e.g., Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; Patterson 

& Werker, 1999, 2003), in these two recent studies, infants were presented with information 

from the two modalities sequentially rather than simultaneously. First infants were familiarized 

to auditory stimuli, and then they were probed for preference to one of two silent visual displays. 

Although in all audiovisual matching procedures attempts are made to control for infants’ 

possible use of certain modality-general cues (e.g., auditory stimuli are presented from a 
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centrally located speaker to prevent infants from using spatial localization as a cue for matching), 

not all prior studies have controlled for the possibility that infants are simply matching heard and 

seen speech based on the temporal simultaneity of the onsets and offsets in the two modalities. 

Both Pons and colleagues (2009) and Kubicek and colleagues (2014) did control for such a 

possibility, and their nonetheless positive results are strong evidence that infants are capable of 

relying on more than just modality-general cues (e.g., temporal simultaneity) to match heard and 

seen speech. As such, it appears as though even young, inexperienced infants are sensitive to the 

correspondences between the modality-specific information conveyed by auditory and visual 

speech, matching information from the two modalities based on the content information therein 

and not just their temporal co-incidence. 

Throughout the thesis, I use the term ‘phonetic content information’ to refer to the 

aspects of the acoustic and visual signals of speech that are encoded in one modality but that 

have reliable correspondences in the other modality (e.g., the position and extent of mouth 

aperture in the visual signal is highly correlated with the frequency of the first and second 

formants in the acoustic signal). I use the term ‘temporal information’ to refer to the simultaneity 

of onsets and offsets in the acoustic and visual signals, which is typical of natural speech and 

which may be used as a low-level cue by both infants and adults to match seen and heard speech. 

However, it is important to note that—in natural speech—the temporal and phonetic qualities of 

the speech signal are inextricable from one another. The phonetic content of the audiovisual 

speech signal (e.g., vowel formant heights, frequency of frication, mouth aperture, lip rounding) 

can be described in static terms, but the speech signal nonetheless unfolds across time. The 

resulting modulations in the acoustic and visual signals are strictly temporally arranged, and if 

this arrangement is artificially disrupted, speech comprehension may be reduced or entirely 
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negated. The phonetic content of audiovisual speech thus, to some degree, includes temporal 

information.   

1.4.2 The McGurk effect and visual capture in infancy 

 Additional evidence highlighting the audiovisual nature of infants’ speech perception 

comes from studies that have attempted to replicate the McGurk effect (McGurk & Macdonald, 

1976) with infants. To review, the McGurk effect occurs when certain visual phones (in the 

classic case, the English voiced velar stop /g/) are artificially paired with certain mismatching 

auditory phones (e.g., the English voiced bilabial stop /b/). Adult English speakers, when 

attending to the visual stimulus, perceive an illusory third percept, typically the voiced alveolar 

stop /d/ (or, if frication is present in the auditory production of /b/, the illusory percept is the 

voiced dental fricative /ð/). This obligatory percept, present even when the adult is instructed to 

ignore visual information (Buchan & Munhall, 2011) has been taken as evidence that the adult 

speech percept involves the integration of information from both the auditory and the visual 

modalities. Burnham and Dodd (2004) attempted to replicate the McGurk phenomenon with 

young, inexperienced infants, in order to determine whether their auditory perception, too, would 

be affected by mismatching visual information, or whether such an effect only occurs after years 

of linguistic experience. Such a question was important, as the original McGurk and Macdonald 

(1976) study showed that, while young children (at 3-5 and 7-8 years of age) exhibited the 

McGurk effect, they did so with less consistency than did the adults tested in the same procedure.  

Burnham and Dodd (2004) habituated 4.5-month-old infants to McGurk-like stimuli 

(visual /gɑ/ and auditory /bɑ/), and tested them using three types of dishabituation stimuli: /bɑ/, 

/dɑ/, and /ðɑ/. Infants that were exposed to McGurk-like stimuli during habituation dishabituated 

to /bɑ/, but not to /dɑ/ or /ðɑ/, indicating that, during habituation, they too perceived an illusory 
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intermediate percept. These results indicate that, at least with the sound-sight pairings tested, 

infants integrate the heard and seen signals of speech into one percept when the two are 

mismatched. A similar study habituated infants to audiovisual tokens of /vɑ/, and then tested for 

dishabituation with an auditory /bɑ/-visual /vɑ/ combination (Rosenblum, Schmuckler, & 

Johnson, 1997). When adults are exposed to this latter combination, they exhibit visual capture, 

wherein the percept matches the syllable that is produced visually (/vɑ/) (Rosenblum & Saldaña, 

1992, 1996). Infants too appeared to exhibit visual capture, failing to dishabituate to this auditory 

/bɑ/-visual /vɑ/ combination (thus indicating that, due to visual capture, they continued to 

perceive /vɑ/, as adults do and as the infants themselves had during habituation with matched 

auditory /vɑ/-visual /vɑ/ stimuli). Infants did, however, dishabituate to an auditory /dɑ/-visual 

/vɑ/ combination, for which adults do not exhibit visual capture. Dishabituation to this stimulus 

indicated that, like that of adults, infants’ auditory perception of /dɑ/ is not systematically 

modified by the imposition of a visual /vɑ/. Crucially, in each of the studies outlined here (as in 

most studies probing the McGurk effect), the auditory and visual stimuli were presented 

simultaneously. As noted, when the simultaneity of the auditory and visual signals is disrupted 

by more than about 60 ms, the McGurk effect breaks down (Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 

1996). However, the temporal simultaneity maintained in these infant-directed McGurk-like 

studies is further evidence that infants rely on more than modality-general temporal information 

to decipher audiovisual speech. If infants’ integration of heard and seen speech were based only 

on modality-general cues such as temporal simultaneity of speech onsets and offsets, their 

auditory speech perception should not be affected by the imposition of an incongruent, but 

temporally synchronous, visual signal. Rather, it appears as though infants are attentive to the 
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modality-specific information inherent in the auditory and visual signals, in addition to their 

attention to low-level modality-general cues. 

Importantly, although the effect of visual capture and the similar McGurk effect appear to 

be present in infancy, they may be weaker than they are in adulthood. In another study testing 

visual capture by the visual phone /v/, but with a different vowel (/i/), only male infants appeared 

to be systematically affected by the imposition of the mismatching visual signal, while female 

infants did not exhibit evidence of visual capture (Desjardins & Werker, 2004). Taken together, 

the results of these studies and those probing the McGurk effect in older children (e.g., McGurk 

& Macdonald, 1976; Dupont, Aubin, & Ménard, 2005; Tremblay et al., 2007; Sekiyama & 

Burnham, 2008) seem to indicate that while the visual influence on auditory speech perception is 

present early in infancy, its strength increases developmentally. 

1.4.3 Visual facilitation of auditory speech perception 

 As our understanding of infants’ speech perception has evolved from an auditory-centric 

one to one that considers the role of visual information as a contributor to the early speech 

percept, new questions have arisen that probe the importance of this contributor developmentally 

as infants acquire perceptual proficiency with the phonemic system of their native language(s). 

Studies probing infant matching of audiovisual stimuli have demonstrated conclusively that 

infants are capable of matching auditory and visual speech, and that they appear able to do so 

based on the rather specific correspondences between the modality-specific information of both 

audition and vision. Moreover, studies probing the McGurk effect have demonstrated that the 

imposition of incongruent visual information can change or disrupt the auditory percept. 

Recently, a few studies have probed whether the imposition of congruent visual information onto 

the auditory speech signal can in fact improve perception of speech sounds. A positive result to 
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this question would indicate not only that infants are sensitive to the correspondences between 

auditory and visual speech, but also that they may rely on visual information during language 

acquisition. As has been noted earlier in this chapter, infants’ learning of non-speech stimuli is 

improved when presented with multimodal rather than unimodal exemplars (Bahrick & Lickliter, 

2000), and adults’ speech perception is improved with the addition of a congruent visual signal 

(Sumby & Pollack, 1954; Ross et al., 2006; Summerfield, 1987; Remez, 2005).  

 Teinonen and colleages (2008) were the first to test whether the addition of visual 

information to the auditory speech signal would improve discrimination of the latter. To do so, 

they used synthetically degraded stimuli corresponding to English /bɑ/ and /dɑ/. The voiced 

stops /b/ and /d/ are phonemic in English, and in natural English /b/ and /d/ productions are 

distributed bimodally. That is, productions of /b/ and /d/ vary in natural speech, but cluster 

around canonical /b/ and /d/ sounds, respectively, which are acoustically dissimilar. Relatively 

fewer productions of either sound occur in the middle of this distribution (that is, if /b/ and /d/ 

were produced similarly, there would be more confusion between the words ‘bark’ and ‘dark’, 

among others). Infants are adept at differentiating speech sounds when they have been exposed 

to the stimuli in a bimodal distribution, which mimics the distribution of phonemically distinct 

speech sounds in the environment, but perform less well when exposed to the stimuli in a 

unimodal distribution (Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008). Teinonen and colleagues (2008) 

familiarized English-learning infants to a unimodal distribution of synthetic utterances of /bɑ/ 

and /dɑ/, but split their subjects into two different visual conditions. In one condition, all 

auditory utterances of /bɑ/ and /dɑ/ were paired with one type of visual display, a face producing 

either /bɑ/ or /dɑ/. In the other condition, items from one side of the auditory /bɑ/-/dɑ/ 

continuum (e.g., the sounds closer to /bɑ/) were paired with a matching visual display (e.g., a 
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visual face producing /bɑ/), while the other auditory items were paired with the opposite visual 

articulation. At test, infants in the two-category familiarization condition better discriminated 

auditory-only exemplars of the synthetic /bɑ/ and /dɑ/ stimuli than did infants in the one-

category familiarization condition. These results provided the first evidence that visual 

articulatory information may boost infants’ auditory discrimination of native language sounds. 

 The results presented by Teinonen and colleagues were further extended by a recent 

study in which the visual effects on auditory discrimination were tested with a non-native 

language (Ter Schure, Junge, & Boersma, 2016). They trained Dutch-learning infants with 

unimodal and bimodal distributions of an English-only vowel contrast (/ε/ versus /æ/) that is not 

phonemic in Dutch. Two groups of infants were trained with an auditory-only distribution (one 

group with a unimodal distribution and one with a bimodal distribution). Two more groups were 

trained with visual-only distributions, and two with audiovisual distributions. Then infants were 

tested using a habituation-dishabituation procedure in which discrimination was inferred by 

longer looking time to ‘switch’ trials (in which the dishabituation stimulus belonged to a 

different category than the habituation stimuli) than to ‘same’ trials (in which the dishabituation 

and habituation stimuli were the same). Although the effects of distribution and modality did not 

emerge as significant predictors of infants’ overall discrimination at test, follow-up by-condition 

analyses revealed that only infants who were trained with distributions that were bimodal and 

audiovisual succeeded in exhibiting discrimination at test. These results preliminarily extend 

those of Teinonen and colleagues (2008), indicating that infants’ use of visual information not 

only aids in auditory discrimination in their own language, but also in languages with which they 

are unfamiliar. 
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1.5 Current studies: Shifting our understanding of auditory speech perception 

development 

 Although speech perception has been historically conceptualized as an auditory-dominant 

endeavour (Campbell, 2008), the past few decades of results have shifted our understanding of 

the speech percept to one that takes into account the important role of visual information in the 

perception of speech. While the pioneering work of Sumby and Pollack (1954) began to 

illuminate the audiovisual nature of adult speech perception, it was assumed for many decades 

that such visual influences on auditory speech perception were the result of learning from 

linguistic input in the environment. Since the publication of Kuhl and Meltzoff’s (1982) study 

probing the intersensory matching of heard and seen speech, however, this viewpoint has been 

revised. Like adults, infants are sensitive to the match between heard and seen speech, and they 

are so from a remarkably young age. Other studies probing infants’ intersensory matching in 

speech have revealed that they are capable of this feat at two months (Patterson & Werker, 

2003). Moreover, that infants match heard and seen speech even in non-native languages (e.g., 

Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014) indicates that infants’ detection of the correspondences 

between seen and heard speech may be privileged from the outset of postnatal life, and may not 

rely heavily on experience with a specific language. Still more evidence for the robustness of 

infants’ audiovisual speech perception is found in McGurk-like studies, which demonstrate that 

infants’ auditory speech perception is altered by incongruent visual information, though perhaps 

to a lesser degree than is that of adults (Burnham & Dodds, 2004; Desjardins & Werker, 2004; 

Rosenblum, Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997). Finally, a few more recent studies (e.g., Teinonen et 

al., 2008; Ter Schure, Junge, & Boersma, 2016) have indicated that it may be possible to boost 

infants’ discrimination of auditory-only speech sounds with the imposition of congruent visual 
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information. Such results lend support to the notion that visual information in speech perception 

is not only salient to the developing infant, but may actually aid in the process of language 

acquisition. 

Nevertheless, largely because of the field’s history of conceptualizing speech perception 

as a primarily auditory endeavour, there remain significant questions regarding the development 

of speech perception in a multisensory context. In this thesis, I ask two main questions and use 

various behavioural methods with six- to 11-month-old infants to probe them. First, I explore 

how our understanding of speech perception in infancy, often characterized intentionally or 

inadvertently as a predominantly auditory process, is modified when we consider carefully the 

audiovisual nature of speech and of infants’ encounters with speech. Second, via a series of 

experimental manipulations, I attempt to probe more deeply how it is that infants detect 

correspondences in auditory and visual information when processing speech, and whether they 

rely on both phonetic content information as well as temporal information when processing the 

audiovisual speech signal. I do so by asking whether infants rely more heavily on auditory or 

visual information when the two provide conflicting content (but consistent temporal) 

information, and whether the temporal order in which such information is presented modifies this 

initial bias. To answer both of these main questions, I rely on linguistic stimuli with which the 

infants I test are unfamiliar, using non-native language to attempt to control for the months of 

experience with native-language audiovisual speech that infants have accumulated with their 

native language.  

In the first experimental chapter of this thesis, Chapter 2, I probe how a relatively well-

understood phenomenon of early speech perception, perceptual attunement, may be modified 

when we consider speech as an audiovisual signal. In the familiarization phase, I first explore 
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whether (English-learning) infants’ sensitivity to the congruence of seen and heard speech—

robust in their native language—extends to the auditory and visual components of speech in a 

non-native language (Hindi), and whether such an ability declines in tandem with auditory 

perceptual attunement. I test this question using a novel paradigm. Rather than familiarizing 

infants to auditory speech and testing them using visual speech, as has been done in previous 

studies (e.g., Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014), I rely on previously established patterns of 

infants’ facial scanning behaviour (Hunnius & Geuze, 2004; Lewkowicz & Hansen-Tift, 2012; 

Tomalski et al., 2013), and use eyetracking to test explicitly whether infants detect content 

incongruence in dynamic audiovisual speech and change their face-scanning patterns as a result.  

My second question in Chapter 2 probes whether the well-established trajectory of 

perceptual attunement may be shifted by the addition of visual information to the speech signal. I 

probe this question developmentally with the same three age groups of English-learning infants, 

by testing their auditory discrimination after the audiovisual familiarization to congruent or 

incongruent speech described above. As has been reviewed throughout the current chapter, 

multisensory information appears to promote learning more effectively than does unisensory 

information. And, as noted, Teinonen and colleagues (2008) and Ter Schure and colleagues 

(2016) both demonstrated that infants’ discrimination of auditory phones may be improved by 

the addition of visual information. I hypothesize that, by familiarizing infants to congruent 

audiovisual non-native syllables, their later discrimination of these syllables in an auditory-only 

test will be improved. I further predict that this effect will be one that specifically depends on the 

phonetic content congruence between the auditory and visual signals of speech: I posit that 

familiarization to incongruent audiovisual stimuli will not have the same facilitatory effect on 

auditory discrimination at test.  
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In Chapter 3, I expand upon the questions addressed in Chapter 2 and further explore the 

nature of the early audiovisual speech percept by asking how it is that infants detect audiovisual 

correspondence in the seen and heard signals of speech and what it is that infants perceive when 

watching incongruent speech in which the two signals are mismatched. Throughout this current 

chapter, I have differentiated between the modality-general characteristics shared between 

auditory and visual speech (e.g., spatial localization, temporal synchrony, rhythm and intensity 

matching) and the modality-specific characteristics of auditory and visual speech. These latter 

characteristics, such as the amount of mouth aperture in the visual modality and formant height 

in the auditory modality, or the specific auditory and visual signals associated with burst release 

formed bilabially (e.g., /b/, /p/), are encoded in their individual modality-specific signals, but 

consistently co-occur. Nonetheless, some authors (e.g., Lewkowicz, 2010; Baart et al., 2014) 

have argued that it is sensitivity to the low-level, modality-general characteristics of auditory and 

visual speech—not content information within the spectra of the signals themselves—that drives 

infants’ matching of heard and seen signals and allows them to seamlessly integrate the two 

signals into a unified percept. However, as noted earlier in this chapter, some studies probing 

infants’ audiovisual matching sequentially (i.e., without temporal cues) have demonstrated that 

infants succeed at matching even when modality-general correspondences are absent (e.g., Pons 

et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014). I thus propose that infants may use both temporal and content 

information in their perception of audiovisual speech, and I probe this interaction by 

manipulating both sets of cues.  

By relying on the same Hindi speech sounds used in Chapter 2 and in other recently 

reported work (e.g., Bruderer et al., 2015), in Chapter 3 I again attempt to control for the effects 

of language-specific experience. I then probe whether, when presented with incongruent 
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audiovisual speech in which the auditory and visual signals are isolated from different speech 

sounds (in this case, Hindi dental and retroflex consonants), infants rely on the visual modality or 

the auditory modality when processing speech, exhibiting a matching preference for the visual or 

auditory information at test. I then probe whether the addition of a slight temporal asynchrony 

modifies this initial bias. Specifically, I predict that the temporal precedence of either the 

auditory or the visual signal will increase the salience of that signal and cause infants to rely 

more heavily on it when processing the familiarization stimuli. I propose that the results of the 

study presented in Chapter 3 may lend support to the notion that infants use both content and 

temporal information when integrating and processing the auditory and visual signals of speech. 

In Chapter 4, I review the results obtained in the two experimental chapters, and argue 

that infants’ abilities in audiovisual speech perception are not the result of experience with 

specific sound-sight pairings of their native language, but rather that they develop based on 

endogenous sensory experience and exposure to language in general. Additionally, based on 

results from both experimental chapters, I posit that infants’ detection of audiovisual 

correspondence in language is not only driven by their use of low-level cues like temporal 

synchrony, but also by their sensitivity to content congruence, infants’ detection of which is as 

sensitive, and perhaps more so, than that of experienced adults. I conclude by proposing avenues 

for future investigations to build upon these results, and by suggesting some ways in which these 

basic findings are applicable to infants’ acquisition of language outside the laboratory. 
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Chapter 2: The organization and reorganization of audiovisual speech 

perception in the first year of life 

2.1 Introduction 

For the first six months after birth, infants auditorily discriminate between the speech 

sounds of many of the world’s languages. After about six months of age, evidence of this 

language-general discrimination begins to decline. Infants’ discrimination of sounds in their 

native language(s) improves, while that of non-native sounds is diminished. The developmental 

timing of this process, perceptual attunement, is typically quite consistent, leading to the 

proposal that the middle part of the first year of life is best described as a sensitive or critical 

period in development. Here, using a novel eyetracking paradigm that relies upon the previously 

established face-scanning patterns of young infants, we first investigated whether detection of 

audiovisual congruence in non-native speech follows a similar pattern of perceptual attunement 

to that of auditory speech sound discrimination. Then we probed whether the temporal trajectory 

of auditory perceptual attunement can be modified by providing infants with richer, audiovisual 

exemplars of speech prior to testing them auditorily. The results of the present study indicate that 

the timing of perceptual attunement for detection of congruence in audiovisual speech is similar 

to that for discrimination of auditory speech contrasts, but may last somewhat longer into 

ontogeny. Moreover, these results demonstrate that the characteristics of auditory speech 

perception can be changed by pre-exposure to congruent or incongruent audiovisual speech, but 

only up to a point in development (about six months of age) when sensitivity to the auditory 

contrast remains evident. Taken together, these results suggest that our current understanding of 
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perceptual attunement of speech perception can be deepened by considering sensitive periods in 

a richer, multisensory environment. 

2.1.1 Background 

Much is known about the organization of speech perception in the first year of life. In the 

auditory domain, considerable evidence supports the concept of a sensitive period for speech 

sound discrimination between six and 12 months of age, at the beginning of which infants exhibit 

sensitivity to the differences between speech sounds in their own and non-native languages, but 

by the end of which discrimination of non-native sounds has declined. However, evidence also 

reveals that adults and infants rely on information from sensory modalities outside the auditory 

domain, including visual and sensorimotor information, when perceiving speech. Nonetheless, 

with few exceptions, little research has investigated how sensitive period(s) for speech 

perception may be temporally and/or characteristically different when infants are studied in a 

multisensory environment rather than a unisensory one. Moreover, the question of whether the 

addition of information from one modality (e.g., vision) can alter later speech discrimination in 

another modality (e.g., audition) has not been explored in depth. The current set of studies 

addresses these issues, and affirms that, even in the young infant, the perception of speech is 

comprised of inextricably linked information from the auditory and visual modalities.  

To enrich and extend current understanding of the development of audiovisual speech 

perception, we asked two specific questions. First, using sounds with which infants were 

unfamiliar, we tested whether or not young infants are sensitive to the congruence between the 

auditory and visual information in the speech signal and, if so, whether their sensitivity is 

independent of experience with specific sound-sight pairings from the native language. We 

explored the possibility that such sensitivity, if revealed, might decline in tandem with perceptual 
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attunement, the period in the first year of life when infants’ discrimination of non-native speech 

contrasts declines. Second, we asked whether prefamiliarization to congruent versus incongruent 

audiovisual speech can alter subsequent auditory-only speech perception, and possibly reveal 

sensitivity to non-native auditory distinctions beyond the age at which infants typically 

discriminate non-native sounds. 

2.1.2 Perceptual attunement 

From a young age, infants auditorily discriminate many of the similar consonant sounds 

used across the world’s languages, regardless of whether such sounds are used to contrast 

meaning between two words (phonemically) in the language(s) that the child hears. For example, 

at six to eight months of age, both English- and Hindi-learning infants discriminate between the 

voiced dental and retroflex consonants of Hindi (/d̪/ and /ɖ/, respectively), though no such 

phonemic distinction exists in English, and English-speaking adults exhibit no such 

discrimination (Werker et al., 1981; Werker & Tees, 1984; Werker & Lalonde, 1988). However, 

by the time they are nine months old, English-learning infants exhibit reduced discrimination of 

non-native consonantal phonemic distinctions. By 11 months, auditory discrimination of many 

non-native consonantal phonemes has declined even further, while discrimination of native 

phonemes has improved (Polka, Colantonio, & Sundara, 2001; Sundara, Polka, & Genesee, 

2006; Tsao, Liu, & Kuhl, 2006; Kuhl et al., 2006; Narayan, Werker, & Beddor, 2010).  

This pattern of decline in sensitivity to non-native consonant contrasts and improvement 

in sensitivity to native contrasts across the first year of life is called perceptual attunement. 

Similar findings have emerged for discrimination of tone distinctions (Mattock & Burnham, 

2006; Yeung, Chen, & Werker, 2013), and even for the discrimination of handshape distinctions 

in visual-only sign language (Palmer, Fais, Golinkoff, & Werker, 2012) and for discrimination of 
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articulatory configurations in silent visual-only speech (Weikum et al., 2007; Sebastián-Gallés et 

al., 2012). The same pattern is seen for perception of vowel distinctions, but may develop earlier 

than for consonants (Polka & Werker, 1994). The consistency in the timing of this pattern of 

change, particularly for perception of consonant contrasts, suggests a critical or sensitive period 

in development between six and 12 months of age, during which the speech input plays an 

especially important role in changing perceptual sensitivities (Doupe & Kuhl, 1999; Kuhl, 2010; 

Friederici & Wartenburger, 2010; Werker & Tees, 2005; Maurer & Werker, 2014; Werker & 

Hensch, 2015).  

2.1.3 Audiovisual speech perception 

Although the bulk of research in speech perception—and in perceptual attunement—has 

been conducted by investigating the role of individual modalities, the audiovisual nature of 

speech perception has nevertheless been well attested in adults. A commonly observed piece of 

evidence in support of a multisensory view of speech perception is adults’ robust ability to 

speechread: to use visual information from an interlocutor’s eyes and mouth to aid in perceiving 

speech in noise (Sumby & Pollack, 1954; MacLeod & Summerfield, 1987; Vatikiotis-Bateson, 

Eigsti, Yano, & Munhall, 1998; Grant & Seitz, 2000). Even more evidence comes from the 

imposition of incongruent visual information onto the auditory speech signal. Under certain 

conditions, when adult listeners are presented with simultaneous auditory and visual signals that 

conflict with each other (e.g., a visual /bɑ/ and an auditory /gɑ/), an entirely different illusory 

percept arises (adults report perceiving /dɑ/), a phenomenon known as the McGurk effect 

(McGurk & Macdonald, 1976; Massaro, Cohen, & Smeele, 1996; Rosenblum & Saldaña, 1992, 

1996; inter alia).  
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A growing body of work suggests that speech perception is audiovisual for the infant as 

well. Infants exhibit the same McGurk effect that adults do (Burnham & Dodd, 2004; 

Rosenblum, Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997), although perhaps less strongly (Desjardins & 

Werker, 2004). Like adults, infants’ auditory perception of speech in noise is improved when 

visual information is added (Hollich, Newman, & Jusczyk, 2005).  

Much research on audiovisual processing of speech in infancy has involved cross-modal 

matching. When shown first a video display of two side-by-side identical faces, one articulating 

one syllable and the other articulating a different syllable, and are then shown the same video 

display accompanied by the sound for one of the syllables, infants as young as two months of age 

look longer to the side articulating the syllable that matches the sound that they hear (Kuhl & 

Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2002, 2003; MacKain, Studdert-Kennedy, 

Spieker, & Stern, 1983). This evidence indicates that infants’ perception of heard and seen 

speech is audiovisual from early in life. Moreover, in the first six months of life, infants match 

audiovisual speech combinations from languages with sounds that are unfamiliar to them 

(Walton & Bower, 1993; Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014), and even with pairs of non-

human animal faces and their vocalizations (Vouloumanos, Druhen, Hauser & Huizink, 2009; 

Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006; Lewkowicz, Leo, & Simion, 2010).  

Just as the perception of auditory speech attunes in the infant’s first year to just those 

distinctions used in the native language, so too does the matching of the auditory and visual 

signal. By 11 months of age, infants no longer match heard and seen speech if the stimuli are 

from a non-native language. For example, six-month-old Spanish-learning infants look longer at 

a face articulating /bɑ/ (than a face articulating /vɑ/), when hearing the sound /bɑ/, and longer at 

the face articulating /vɑ/ when hearing the sound /vɑ/, even though Spanish does not use these 
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two sounds contrastively. However, by 11 months of age, Spanish-learning infants no longer 

match heard and seen /bɑ/ and /vɑ/, whereas infants learning English—in which the distinction is 

used contrastively—continue to do so (Pons, et al, 2009; but see Kubicek et al., 2014, for 

possibly contrasting results with 12-month-olds). While this work could be explained solely on 

the basis of sensitive periods for the attunement of auditory speech perception, Pons and 

colleagues (2009) argue that their results may also indicate that perceptual attunement is a “pan-

sensory” process. Presently, we explore this possibility further by probing whether infants detect 

(in)congruence in the content of dynamic speech events, even when those events are from an 

unfamiliar language. If they do, such a finding would provide additional evidence that infants’ 

speech perception is audiovisual, and that it is so independently of infants’ experience with a 

specific language system. Furthermore, the discovery that the decline of such sensitivity to 

audiovisual congruence follows a different temporal trajectory than does auditory-only speech 

discrimination could indicate that the sensitive period for speech contrast discrimination is 

altered when information from more than one modality is taken into account. 

In the current study, we operationalize infants’ detection of audiovisual (in)congruence 

by focusing on infants’ attention to various areas of a speaker’s face while observing speech. 

While most infants and adults fixate on the eyes of a speaking face (Haith, Bergman, & Moore, 

1977; Vatikiotis-Bateson et al, 1998; Cassia, Turati, & Simion, 2004; Hunnius & Geuze, 2004; 

Merin, Young, Ozonoff, & Rogers, 2006), 8- to 12-month-old infants fixate preferentially on the 

speaker’s mouth, a pattern that is even more pronounced when infants are viewing non-native 

speech (Lewkowicz & Hansen-Tift, 2012; Kubicek et al., 2013). Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift 

(2012) explain this effect by proposing that during the period of perceptual attunement, infants 

may attend to the visual information provided by the mouth of a speaking face to boost auditory 
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perception and phonetic production. Indeed, children who attend more to their mothers’ mouths 

in early infancy exhibit higher expressive vocabularies in toddlerhood (Young, Merin, Rogers, & 

Ozonoff, 2009). Moreover, at least one study has demonstrated that infants at six to 12 months of 

age attend to the mouth region of the face when observing incongruent audiovisual speech in 

their native language (Tomalski et al., 2013). Taken together, these results suggest that where 

infants look on the face while they perceive audiovisual speech may provide information about 

their perception of non-native speech, their sensitivity to audiovisual (in)congruence, and their 

progress in the developmental trajectory of perceptual attunement. 

2.1.4 Visual modification of auditory discrimination 

Although prior studies have suggested that infants’ speech perception is audiovisual and 

that infants match auditory and visual content when perceiving speech, it is not known if and 

how visual information presented in audiovisual speech might change infants’ auditory phonetic 

discrimination before, during, and after perceptual attunement. To the extent that the speech 

percept is audiovisual for the young infant, the addition of visual articulatory information to the 

auditory speech signal could alter this discrimination. 

Indeed, Teinonen and colleagues (2008) demonstrated that pairing degraded speech 

sounds with photographs of visual articulations matching those sounds boosted six-month-old 

infants’ ability to discriminate the auditory speech sounds in a later test. Crucially, that study 

tested infants using native speech sounds with which they were familiar. Also, since infants in 

their study were presented with only congruent stimuli (albeit minimally so), it remains unclear 

whether it was necessary that the visually-presented mouth shapes corresponded to the sounds 

being tested, or whether infants’ performance would have been boosted simply by the presence 

of any consistent visual correlate. Another recent study explored a similar question by attempting 
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to boost infants’ discrimination of a non-native vowel contrast by pairing visual articulatory 

information with auditory sounds during a distributional learning paradigm (Ter Schure, Junge, 

& Boersma, 2016). In that study, infants familiarized to a bimodal audiovisual distribution 

exhibited a moderate boost to subsequent auditory discrimination. However, as in the study 

conducted by Teinonen and colleagues (2008), no incongruent visual correlates were tested to 

determine whether content congruence of the auditory and visual signals was important. Given 

these results, it is possible that infants’ discrimination of similar stimuli in one modality (e.g., 

audition) can be aided by pairing those items consistently with distinctive stimuli from an 

additional modality (e.g., vision), even when the link between the auditory and visual items in 

each pair is arbitrary. Such acquired distinctiveness has been shown to boost discrimination of 

otherwise similar stimuli (Lawrence, 1949; Hall, 1991; Norcross & Spiker, 1957; Reese, 1972), 

including non-native speech sounds at nine months of age (Yeung & Werker, 2009; see General 

Discussion).  

It is important, however, to note that speech is typically perceived as a dynamic event in 

which the auditory and visual signals are presented both synchronously and congruently. Thus, it 

would be informative to determine the extent to which an alteration of infants’ auditory 

discrimination depends on the content congruence between auditory and visual signals. If speech 

perception is audiovisual from the earliest stages of life, congruent, synchronous visual 

information could affect subsequent auditory discrimination of these sounds differently than 

would incongruent information, even when the latter is presented synchronously.  

2.1.5 Current study 

The current set of studies was thus designed to test two questions. First, we asked 

whether and how infants detect content congruence in non-native audiovisual speech and 
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whether this sensitivity to congruence declines in tandem with the trajectory of perceptual 

attunement previously established in auditory perception studies. Our second question probed 

whether the addition of congruent visual information would alter subsequent auditory 

discrimination of these same speech contrasts, possibly constituting a shift in the timing of the 

sensitive period for auditory speech perception. In each of the conditions described here, the 

Hindi dental-retroflex (/d̪///ɖ/) contrast was utilized. English-learning monolingual infants were 

sampled from three age populations: at six months, when infants auditorily discriminate the 

sounds used; at nine months, when perceptual attunement is underway and infants’ auditory 

discrimination abilities of non-native contrasts have begun to decline; and at 11 months, when 

perceptual attunement for speech sounds has stabilized and infants are expected to fail at 

discriminating these sounds.  

Each of the present manipulations began by familiarizing participants to audiovisual 

videos of Hindi dental and retroflex syllables. Half of the infants were familiarized to 

incongruent, temporally aligned audiovisual speech, and the other half was familiarized to 

congruent, temporally aligned audiovisual speech. To address the first question, infants’ 

familiarization data were analyzed to determine whether, as hypothesized, those familiarized to 

incongruent speech would exhibit a different pattern of looking to regions of the model’s face as 

compared to those familiarized to congruent speech. A finding of greater looking to the mouth 

rather than the eyes while watching incongruent audiovisual speech has been demonstrated in 

infants viewing incongruent speech in their own language (Tomalski et al., 2013). Thus, infants’ 

looking patterns to two anatomical regions of interest (the eyes and the mouth) were measured to 

determine whether infants in the incongruent familiarization group displayed differential patterns 

of looking to these facial regions as compared to the infants familiarized to congruent speech. 
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We predicted that, if detection of audiovisual congruence in unfamiliar speech declines at the 

same time as does auditory discrimination of unfamiliar sounds, such an effect would be 

observable in infants before perceptual attunement (at six months of age), attenuated for infants 

undergoing perceptual attunement (at nine months), and absent once attunement is complete (at 

11 months). 

To test the second question, following familiarization, infants were tested on 

discrimination of these same non-native speech sounds auditorily, with no visual information 

provided. It was predicted that the additional, redundant cross-modal information provided to 

infants by congruent audiovisual familiarization might enrich their perception of the non-native 

phonetic contrast, thus boosting subsequent auditory-only discrimination of the contrast for 

infants undergoing perceptual attunement (at nine months). Moreover, it was hypothesized that 

incongruent audiovisual information would not produce this effect, and might in fact alter 

perception and change the discrimination patterns of the youngest group of infants, who might be 

more sensitive to incongruence in unfamiliar speech. 

2.2 Materials and methods 

2.2.1 Sample 

Infants were sampled from three different age groups from a database of families 

recruited from a maternity hospital in Western Canada. Parents of all infants tested reported that 

their children heard approximately 90-100% English; none heard a language that uses the dental-

retroflex contrast phonemically, and none had been diagnosed with an audiological disorder. 

Infants in the first age group (before perceptual attunement) were six months old (n  = 32; mean 

age = 198 days; age range = 182-225 days; 16 females). Infants in the second group (during 

perceptual attunement) were nine months old (n = 32; mean age = 269 days; age range = 256-281 
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days; 16 females), and infants in the third age group (after perceptual attunement) were 11 

months old (n = 32; mean age = 329 days; age range = 308-345 days; 16 females). Additional 

infants were tested and excluded from final data analysis as follows: from the six-month-old 

sample: two infants due to experimenter error; three infants due to poor eyetracker calibration; 

13 infants who did not finish the experiment due to crying or fussiness; from the nine-month-old 

sample: four infants due to poor eyetracker calibration; eight infants who did not finish the 

experiment due to crying or fussiness; from the 11-month-old sample: five infants due to poor 

eyetracker calibration; 11 infants who did not finish the experiment due to crying or fussiness; 

and three infants due to parental interference during the experiment (e.g., talking, feeding). 

2.2.2 Stimuli 

One female native speaker of Hindi was recorded to create the stimuli for these 

experiments. The speaker was video-recorded using a Panasonic AJ-PX270 HD camcorder and a 

Sennheiser MKH-416 interference tube microphone. During recording, the speaker produced 

triads of monosyllabic utterances consisting of a target consonant (/d̪/ or /ɖ/) and a vocalic 

segment (/ɑ:/) in infant-directed speech (see Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The speaker was oriented at a 

45° angle from the camera, to optimize the viewer’s ability to see the orofacial and head motions 

associated with the two stimulus syllables. For example, the retraction and raising of the tongue 

tip for the retroflex, /ɖ/, should be produced with the jaw in a lower position and possibly slightly 

protruded. This may result in less jaw lowering for the following vowel, /ɑ:/, compared to that 

associated with the transition from the dental consonant, /d̪/, to the following vowel, /ɑ:/. 

Another visible difference concerns the tongue tip, which is likely to be visible for the dental 

consonant, but not for the retroflex. 
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Figure 2.1. Still frames and schematics of model producing dental and retroflex consonants. 

 

Figure 2.2. Spectrograms of model producing a dental syllable (left) and a retroflex syllable (right).  

 From this raw material, experimental stimulus items were chosen from among the second 

items in each triad sequence, in order to control for list intonation effects. Final stimulus tokens 
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were those that had a natural duration between 750 and 1000 ms, and which contained no 

abnormalities in pitch contour or phonation. Stimuli were then combined to create familiarization 

sequences and test sequences. Familiarization sequences each consisted of eight audiovisual 

tokens from the same category (audiovisually congruent /d̪ɑ:/ or /ɖɑ:/, and audiovisually 

incongruent stimuli with visual /d̪ɑ:/-audio /ɖɑ:/, or visual /ɖɑ:/-audio /d̪ɑ:/). To create 

incongruent audiovisual stimulus items, visual tracks of stimulus items were spliced with 

duration-matched auditory tracks from tokens of the opposite phonetic category (auditory /d̪ɑ:/ 

paired with visual /ɖɑ:/ and auditory /ɖɑ:/ paired with visual /d̪ɑ:/). To ensure that the process of 

mismatching did not result in asynchronous audiovisual stimuli, consonant burst releases from 

the original video tokens were aligned with the burst releases of the incongruent, auditory token. 

The interstimulus interval within the familiarization sequences was 2.2 seconds, and sequences 

were 20 seconds in total length. Test stimuli were eight-item auditory-only sequences of two 

types: alternating sequences consisted of tokens from both phonetic categories, while non-

alternating sequences consisted of tokens from only one category (Best & Jones, 1998). The 

interstimulus interval for test sequences was 2.2 seconds and the total length of each test 

sequence was 20 seconds. 

2.2.3 Procedure 

 All participants were tested in a developmental psychology laboratory at a university in 

Western Canada. Infants were tested in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated room while sitting on a 

caregiver’s lap. The experimenter and the equipment in the experimental room were hidden from 

the infant’s view by dark curtains. Caregivers, who were asked not to speak to their infants, wore 

darkened sunglasses to avoid potential interference from their gaze on the eyetracking data, and 

to prevent their own responses to the stimuli from affecting the responses of the infant. 
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Infants were seated facing a television screen (101 cm x 57 cm) equipped with a small 

video camera and a Tobii Technology X60 eyetracker sampling at 60 Hz at a distance of 90 cm 

from the screen. Stimuli were presented using Psyscope (Cohen et al., 1993). Eyetracker data 

were recorded using Tobii Studio (Version 1.7.3), and a reference video was recorded with 

iMovie (Version 9.0.9). Before the study, the eyetracker was calibrated using a five-point visual 

display with non-linguistic tones to establish each infant's eye gaze characteristics. Prior to 

familiarization, infants watched an animated waterwheel attention-attractor until they had fixated 

on the screen. Half of the infants in each age group (n = 16) were then familiarized to congruent 

audiovisual sequences of the Hindi dental and retroflex CV syllables (four dental sequences and 

four retroflex sequences). The other half of the infants was familiarized to incongruent 

audiovisual sequences. All stimuli were presented at a mean intensity level of 65 dB, calibrated 

using a digital sound level meter. Between familiarization trials, infants regained attention to a 

silent animated ball attention-attractor, and only proceeded to the next familiarization trial after 

attention was refixated on the screen. The eyetracker provided data indicating where on the 

screen infants were looking during familiarization, and the duration of fixation to each area of 

the screen was calculated using Tobii Studio. 

After familiarization, all infants were tested using an auditory discrimination task in 

which they were exposed to eight sequences of auditory test stimuli while watching a still 

checkerboard. Four of these sequences (non-alternating sequences) consisted of test tokens from 

one phonemic category (/ɖɑ:/ or /d̪ɑ:/), and four sequences (alternating sequences) consisted of 

tokens from both phonemic categories. Trials were separated by the attention-attracting ball, and 

infants proceeded to the next test trial when they had refixated on the ball. Alternating and non-

alternating sequences alternated with one another during the test phase, and counterbalancing 
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ensured that half of the infants began their trials with non-alternating sequences and the other 

half with alternating sequences. In this procedure, longer looking times to one type of trial 

(alternating versus non-alternating) indicates discrimination of the sound contrast (Best & Jones, 

1998; Yeung & Werker, 2009). 

2.3 Results 

Familiarization data were analyzed to determine on which anatomical regions of the face 

the infants fixated during presentation of the audiovisual videos. To code familiarization looking 

time data, the screen to which infants were fixated was divided into regions of interest (ROI). 

Although ROIs were defined using static images of the moving faces, they were large enough to 

cover the entire facial region in question throughout the dynamic audiovisual presentation. One 

region of interest corresponded to the area surrounding the model’s mouth, and the other region 

of interest to the area surrounding her eyes. Mean differences of looking to the eyes minus the 

mouth for all ages and conditions are visualized in Figure 2.3. Prior to analyzing familiarization 

data by age group, a three-way 3 (Age Group) x 2 (Condition) x 2 (Region) mixed-design 

ANOVA was fitted to an aggregate dataset containing all of the familiarization data from the 

three age groups. A medium-sized three-way interaction between age group, condition, and 

region of interest emerged (F(2,90) = 3.64, p = .030, η
2

P = .07).  

Test data were analyzed to probe auditory discrimination, and specifically to determine 

whether congruent or incongruent audiovisual familiarization had any effect on discrimination at 

test, as exhibited by a difference in looking time between alternating and non-alternating stimuli 

sequences. Of the 768 test trials across the three age groups (32 infants in three groups 

completed eight test trials each), the eye tracker did not capture looking time data for 15 trials, 

but no two trials of the same sequence type (alternating/non-alternating) were skipped in an 
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individual infant’s dataset. In order to analyze data from all subjects, these 15 points were 

replaced with each infant’s sequence-type-specific mean looking time. Test data can be 

visualized in Figure 2.4 as differences between looking to alternating over non-alternating trials. 

Test data were analyzed in pairs of trials. The first pair consisted of the first and second test trials 

(one alternating and one non-alternating trial); the second pair consisted of the third and fourth 

test trials, and so on. Prior to analyzing test data by age group, a four-way 3 (Age Group) x 2 

(Condition) x 2 (Sequence Type) x 4 (Pair) mixed-design ANOVA revealed a significant effect 

of age group (F(2,90) = 3.32, p = .041, η
2

P = .07) and of pair (F(3,270) = 33.60, p < .001), η
2

P = 

.27), though no other main effects or interactions emerged as significant. Subsequent test 

analyses were conducted separately for each age group. 
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Figure 2.3. Differences in looking time during familiarization to the mouth region of the model’s face minus 

the eye region. Positive scores indicate preference for the eye region. Error bars are +/- one standard error of 

the mean difference in looking times. 
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Figure 2.4. Differences in looking time during test to alternating minus non-alternating sequences. Positive 

scores indicate preference for alternating sequences. Error bars are +/- one standard error of the mean 

difference in looking times. 

2.3.1 Six-month-olds 

 A two-way 2 (Condition) x 2 (Region of interest) mixed-design ANOVA was performed 

on the 6-month-olds’ familiarization looking time data. There were no main effects of condition 

(F(1,30) = .89, p = .353, η
2

P = .03) or region of interest (F(1,30) = .36, p = .554, η
2

P = .01), but a 

medium-sized interaction between condition and region of interest nearly reached significance 

(F(1,30) = 3.43, p = .074, η
2

P = .10). Infants familiarized to congruent stimuli looked more to the 

eye region of the model’s face (Meyes - Mmouth = 1.48 seconds, SD = .65) while infants 
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familiarized to incongruent stimuli looked more to the mouth region of her face (Meyes - Mmouth = 

-2.89 seconds, SD = .72).  

 A three-way 2 (Condition) x 2 (Sequence type) x 4 (Pair) mixed-design ANOVA was 

performed on the six-month-olds’ test data. A main effect of pair emerged (F(3,90) = 7.39, p = 

.001, η
2

P = .20) indicating that infants looked progressively less to the screen as the test phase 

continued, a typical pattern in infant looking time studies. No main effect of condition (F(1,30) = 

.03, p = .858, η
2

P  < .01) or sequence type (F(1,30) = .02, p = .884, η
2

P  < .01) emerged, but a 

significant interaction between condition and sequence type (F(1,30) = 5.30, p = .028, η
2

P  = .15) 

revealed that the six-month-olds familiarized to congruent stimuli exhibited an alternating 

preference during test (Malt – Mnon = .66 seconds, SD = .59), while those familiarized to 

incongruent stimuli exhibited a non-alternating preference (Malt – Mnon = -.77 seconds, SD = .67). 

2.3.2 Nine-month-olds 

 A two-way 2 (Condition) x 2 (Region of interest) mixed-design ANOVA on the nine-

month-olds’ familiarization data revealed no main effect of condition (F(1,30) = 1.49, p = .232, 

η
2

P = .05). A main effect of region of interest emerged (F(1,30) = 7.80, p = .009, η
2

P   = .21), 

indicating that infants in both familiarization conditions looked longer to the mouth region of the 

model’s face than to the eye region (Meyes – Mmouth = -3.09 seconds, SD = .68). As with the 6-

month-olds, there was a medium-sized interaction between condition and region that nearly 

reached significance (F(1,30) = 3.19, p = .084, η
2

P   = .10). Although both groups of infants 

looked more to the mouth, infants familiarized to incongruent stimuli (Meyes – Mmouth =  -5.07 

seconds, SD = .69) did so more than did infants familiarized to congruent stimuli (Meyes – Mmouth 

= -1.12 seconds, SD = .68).  
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 A three-way 2 (Condition) x 2 (Sequence type) x 4 (Pair) mixed-design ANOVA was 

performed on the nine-month-olds’ test data. Again, the main effect of pair emerged (F(3,90) = 

12.21, p < .001, η
2

P     = .29) indicating that infants looked progressively less to the screen as the 

test phase continued. No main effect of condition (F(1,30) = 1.37, p = .251, η
2

P  = .04) or 

sequence type (F(1,30) = 1.17, p = .288, η
2

P  = .04) emerged, nor did the crucial interaction 

between condition and sequence type (F(1,30) = .02, p = .887, η
2

P   < .01), revealing that nine-

month-olds, regardless of familiarization condition, looked equally to alternating and non-

alternating trials at test. 

2.3.3 11-month-olds 

 A two-way 2 (Condition) x 2 (Region of interest) mixed-design ANOVA on the 11-

month-olds’ familiarization data revealed a medium effect of condition that nearly reached 

significance (F(1,30) = 3.82, p = .060, η
2

P   = .11). Infants familiarized to congruent stimuli 

looked at the model’s face more (M = 12.73 seconds, SD = 3.37) than infants familiarized to 

incongruent stimuli (M = 10.32 seconds, SD = 3.61).  A large main effect of region of interest 

also emerged (F(1,30) = 24.56, p < .001, η
2

P   = .45), indicating that infants in both familiarization 

conditions looked longer to the mouth region of the model’s face than to the eye region (Meyes – 

Mmouth = -6.11 seconds, SD = .69). Crucially, the interaction between condition and region of 

interest did not reach significance (F(1,30) = 2.12, p = .156, η
2

P   = .07), indicating that the 

difference in amount of looking to the eyes versus to the mouth did not differ as a function of 

condition in the 11-month-olds.  

 A three-way 2 (Condition) x 2 (Sequence type) x 4 (Pair) mixed-design ANOVA was 

performed on the 11-month-olds’ test data. Again, a main effect of pair emerged (F(3,90) = 

16.38, p < .001, η
2

P  = .35) indicating that infants looked progressively less to the screen as the 
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test phase continued. No main effect of condition (F(1,30) = 1.91, p = .178, η
2

P   = .06) or 

sequence type (F(1,30) = .01, p = .933, η
2

P  < .01) emerged, nor did the crucial interaction 

between condition and sequence type (F(1,30) = .31, p = .582, η
2

P = .01), revealing that 11-

month-olds, regardless of familiarization condition, looked equally to alternating and non-

alternating trials at test. 

2.4 Discussion 

Children’s first year of life is characterized by rapid changes in the perception of speech. 

More specifically, much evidence indicates that the period between six and 12 months of age 

constitutes a sensitive period for language learning during which infants’ perception of speech 

sounds becomes specialized for their native language(s), a process referred to as perceptual 

attunement. However, with the few exceptions reviewed above, most of the research concerning 

perceptual attunement has been conducted in a unisensory domain, despite increasingly robust 

evidence that speech perception is audiovisual and that infants (like adults) process speech using 

information from multiple modalities. We reasoned that the well-established trajectory of 

auditory perceptual attunement might be better understood by probing the interaction between 

the perception of visual and auditory speech signals. Specifically, we asked two questions: first, 

we probed whether infants before, during, and after auditory perceptual attunement are sensitive 

to the audiovisual congruence of seen and heard speech in a language with which they are 

unfamiliar. We hypothesized that infants in the early stages of perceptual attunement would be 

sensitive to the congruence of the auditory and visual signals while viewing speech, as measured 

by differences in their looking to distinct regions of the face, while older infants would not 

exhibit such sensitivity. Second, we probed whether the addition of visual information to the 

auditory signal would change subsequent auditory discrimination of a non-native speech 
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contrast. We hypothesized that, for six-month-old infants prior to perceptual attunement, 

incongruent—but not congruent—visual information would change subsequent auditory 

discrimination of the non-native contrast. For infants undergoing perceptual attunement (at nine 

months), we predicted that congruent —but not incongruent— visual information would extend 

the observable sensitive period for non-native phoneme discrimination and thus boost subsequent 

auditory discrimination of the speech sounds. Finally, we predicted that familiarization with 

audiovisual stimuli would not affect the subsequent auditory discrimination of the 11-month-old 

infants, regardless of whether the stimuli were presented congruently or incongruently. 

Analysis of the familiarization data from the six-month-olds revealed a nearly significant, 

medium-sized interaction between familiarization condition and region of interest. This result 

provides some evidence that six-month-old infants detected the content congruence of heard and 

seen speech as demonstrated by their increased visual fixation to the mouth region of a speaker’s 

face when observing incongruent audiovisual speech. The present finding is consistent with 

Tomalski and colleagues’ (2013) finding that infants shift their attention to the mouth region of 

the face when perceiving incongruent speech in their own language, but extends their finding by 

demonstrating that such a pattern is evident when infants are watching unfamiliar speech as well. 

Notably, nine-month-old infants, in the midst of perceptual attunement and at an age by which 

auditory discrimination of non-native sounds has declined, also exhibited such a pattern of 

detection. Although nine-month-olds, as a group, looked longer to the mouth region of the 

model’s face, those familiarized to incongruent audiovisual speech did so more than those 

familiarized to congruent stimuli. Eleven-month-old infants, having concluded perceptual 

attunement, exhibited no pattern of incongruence detection. Taken together, these incongruence 

detection results are comparable to those that have probed the temporal trajectory of auditory 
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speech discrimination and of auditory-visual matching, but indicate that the sensitive period for 

congruence detection in audiovisual speech may last somewhat longer into ontogeny than the 

sensitive period for detecting unisensory speech distinctions.  

Remarkably, infants in the current set of experiments observed speech sounds with which 

they were unfamiliar, yet the six- and nine-month-olds exhibited some evidence of sensitivity to 

the (in)congruence between the auditory and visual signals. Crucially, both the congruent and the 

incongruent speech stimuli were constructed such that the onsets and offsets of the visual and 

auditory signals were aligned, thus ruling out the possibility that infants were sensitive to 

incongruence simply via detection of a temporal mismatch in the audiovisual signal. Instead, it 

appears as though infants are sensitive to the congruence of finer details in the acoustic and 

visual signals, despite having had no prior experience with these specific speech sound contrasts, 

and that such a sensitivity declines in tandem with auditory perceptual attunement. While it is 

probable that the neural architecture of speech perception in the infant, like in the adult 

(Campbell, 2008), supports links between heard and seen speech, it is difficult to explain how the 

mapping could be so precise without specific experience as to enable detection of the differences 

between congruent versus incongruent auditory-visual dental (/d̪ɑ/) vs retroflex (/ɖɑ/) speech 

syllables.  

One possibility is that infants’ sensitivity to audiovisual congruence is mediated by 

information from infants’ proprioception of their own pre-verbal oral-motor movements. Even 

prenatally, infants engage in frequent sucking and swallowing behaviour (Arabin, 2004; Kurjak 

et al., 2005), which provides corresponding acoustic information (see also Werker & Gervain, 

2013). Moreover, prior to the age at which infants were tested in the current experiments, they 

begin to produce primitive vocalizations (Oller, Eilers, Neal, & Schwartz, 1999), and their own 
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oral-motor movements affect their discrimination of unfamiliar speech sounds at six months of 

age (Bruderer et al., 2015). Indeed, one recent study has demonstrated that 4.5-month-old 

infants’ articulatory configurations affect their matching of heard and seen speech, an effect that 

varies as a function of the specific oral-motor gesture that the infant makes (Yeung & Werker, 

2013). Such results advance the proposal that infants’ robust audiovisual speech perception may 

be grounded in early sensorimotor perception (Guellaï, Streri, & Yeung, 2014). Although infants 

in the current studies had not experienced the specific sound-sight pairings of Hindi in a 

language-learning environment, their endogenous experience with their own oral-motor 

movements (and corresponding acoustic productions), in addition to their experience perceiving 

audiovisual speech in their native language, may have provided them with sufficient information 

to establish a mapping of the relation between heard and seen speech. This in turn may have 

enabled them to detect the congruence in unfamiliar audiovisual speech. 

Our second question probed whether the addition of visual information to the acoustic 

signal could change subsequent auditory discrimination of speech sounds before, during, and 

after auditory perceptual attunement. Analysis of the discrimination data provided evidence that, 

for the youngest group of infants, visual information indeed affected subsequent auditory 

discrimination. Infants at six months of age discriminate these non-native speech sounds 

auditorily, and the addition of congruent visual information to the auditory signal did not disrupt 

that discrimination. However, the addition of incongruent visual information changed auditory 

discrimination such that infants familiarized in that condition exhibited a preference for non-

alternating acoustic stimuli, while infants in the congruent condition exhibited an alternating 

preference (as do infants with no audiovisual familiarization (Bruderer et al., 2015; Appendix A, 

this manuscript)). This result indicates that, prior to perceptual attunement, infants’ auditory 
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speech perception is altered by visual information, advancing the proposal that infants’ 

perception of speech is audiovisual.  

We were further interested in determining whether the addition of audiovisual 

information would boost discrimination for older infants who, undergoing or having completed 

perceptual narrowing, typically do not discriminate these non-native sounds auditorily. The 

analysis of the nine-month-old and 11-month-old test data revealed no such interaction between 

condition and sequence type, indicating that auditory perception of non-native speech sounds 

may only be affected by the addition of visual information prior to perceptual narrowing. 

Regardless of how they were familiarized, nine- and 11-month-old infants’ auditory 

discrimination at test was not altered by familiarization to audiovisual speech. 

The current pattern of results indicates that, prior to the closing of the sensitive period for 

non-native speech discrimination, auditory discrimination of speech sounds may be changed with 

the addition of visual information. Importantly, the content of the visual information appears to 

be crucial. While familiarization to congruent visual information resulted in the maintenance of 

auditory discrimination prior to perceptual attunement at six months, incongruent visual 

information changed the pattern of discrimination at this age. 

The present findings augment a growing body of recent work aimed at better 

understanding sensitive periods in language learning from a multisensory perspective. Like ours, 

a few of these studies have similarly probed whether the addition of visual information to the 

speech signal would change auditory discrimination as the sensitive period for speech sound 

discrimination closes. For example, it was recently found that adding a visual display of a 

speaker producing either an /æ/ or an /ε/ to an auditory training procedure improved Dutch 8-

month-old infants’ sensitivity to this distinction, which they otherwise no longer discriminate at 
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this age (Schure, Junge, & Boersma, 2016). Using a similar set of speech sounds as the ones used 

in these experiments, another study succeeded in changing infants’ auditory discrimination after 

pairing the sounds with visual objects (Yeung & Werker, 2009; see also Yeung, Chen, & 

Werker, 2014). In that study, nine-month-old infants were familiarized to sight-sound pairings 

consisting of one visual novel object paired with one of the Hindi speech sounds (a voiced dental 

or a voiced retroflex consonant), and a second visual object consistently paired with the other 

Hindi speech sound. Although the sight-sound pairings were arbitrary, infants exhibited 

increased discrimination of the auditory speech sounds after familiarization to the object-sound 

pairings. However, that study used objects, not visual articulations, and no study to date has 

probed whether the congruence between seen and heard speech affects the manner in which 

perception is affected by the addition of visual information to the auditory signal.  

Our results uniquely contribute to the understanding of how visual and auditory 

information interact in infant speech perception by demonstrating the differential impact of 

congruent versus incongruent visual articulatory gestures on auditory discrimination of speech. 

At the beginning of the sensitive period for speech discrimination, congruent and incongruent 

audiovisual stimuli affect subsequent auditory discrimination differently. This effect 

demonstrates that, unlike with arbitrary object-sound pairings, it is not simply the consistent 

temporal co-occurrence of a sight and a sound in audiovisual speech that can change auditory 

discrimination. Rather, as the relationship between the acoustic and visual signals of speech is 

non-arbitrary, the content congruence between the signals determines how visual information 

from speech will affect auditory perception.  
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2.5  Conclusion 

In the study described in this chapter, we used infants’ patterns of face scanning to 

demonstrate that their detection of congruence in non-native audiovisual speech follows a similar 

pattern of perceptual attunement to their discrimination of non-native auditory-only contrasts, 

declining in the period after six months of age. Moreover, we showed that infants’ perception of 

non-native auditory speech is modified by the imposition of incongruent visual information, but 

only until an age at which discrimination of non-native auditory distinctions has declined. 

Together, this evidence provides support to the theory that infants are sensitive to the content 

congruence of the auditory and visual components of speech, and that such sensitivity does not 

rely upon experience with the sounds and sights of a specific language. 
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Chapter 3: Infants’ use of content and temporal information in the processing 

of incongruent, asynchronous audiovisual speech 

3.1 Introduction 

In light of the accumulating evidence that speech perception is multisensory from early in 

life, and that infants are capable of relying on both low-level temporal information as well as 

higher-level phonetic content information to match heard and seen speech, the current study used 

artificially incongruent and asynchronous speech stimuli to probe the interaction between 

temporal dynamics and content congruence in infants’ processing of speech. Specifically, this 

study tested whether, when presented with simultaneous incongruent audiovisual speech, young 

infants categorize speech events based primarily on the visual information that they see or the 

auditory information that they hear, and whether such a tendency can be changed by increasing 

the salience of one of those sources of information via a temporal offset. Importantly, this study 

utilized non-native speech to control for experience with, and hence the opportunity to learn the 

audiovisual pairings of, specific phones. Although the main findings of this study were 

inconclusive, post-hoc analyses conducted on the data revealed interesting asymmetries in the 

ways in which infants process incongruent, temporally asynchronous speech, with visual-first 

speech treated differently than auditory-first speech. 

3.1.1 Background 

The human speech signal is a complex combination of information from numerous 

modalities, and speech perceivers utilize multiple sensory systems to detect the various aspects 

of this informational stream. In addition to the rich acoustic information detected by the auditory 

system, when the talking face is perceptually available humans also simultaneously detect 
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dynamic visual information in speech. Importantly, adult perceivers of speech do not detect these 

various streams of information as separate events, but rather as a unified percept. Increasingly, 

evidence indicates that even young infants detect audiovisual correspondences in speech, and do 

so even in languages (and non-human animal communication systems) with which they are 

unfamiliar. It has thus been proposed that the speech percept is supported from early in life by 

simultaneous information from multiple modalities, and that infants are capable of detecting 

matches in heard and seen speech even when they have not experienced the relevant sound-sight 

pairings.  

How it is that infants detect such audiovisual (in)congruence in speech is the matter of 

some debate. Although experienced adults have expectations about how visual language should 

sound (and how auditory language should look), it is unknown whether infants have similar 

knowledge about the auditory characteristics of visual phones (and vice versa). Does such 

knowledge drive their detection of audiovisual (in)congruence? Much recent evidence has been 

interpreted to suggest that infants do not detect correspondences in phonetic content, per se, like 

adults do, but rather that they are sensitive only to low-level modality-general correspondences 

between heard and seen speech. Namely, it is possible that instead of relying on the match 

between heard and seen content, infants rely more heavily on the temporal synchrony between 

the onsets and offsets of auditory and visual speech events in order to match them (see 

Lewkowicz, 2010, and below, for a review). Such detection of temporal synchrony does not rely 

upon experience with the sound-sight pairings of syllables in a specific language, and is 

generalizable to all language (and non-language) events in the environment.   

However, recent work (including the data presented in Chapter 2 of this manuscript) 

indicates that infants are sensitive to the content (in)congruence of unfamiliar audiovisual speech 
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syllables even when the temporal simultaneity of the auditory and visual signals is maintained. 

Along with other recent literature that has demonstrated infants’ abilities to match heard and seen 

speech even when temporal cues are absent, this result identifies the need for greater 

investigation into whether and how infants may use both temporal and content information when 

perceiving audiovisual speech.  

The current study was designed to probe the interaction between the use of temporal and 

content properties during infant perception of audiovisual speech. As reported in this chapter, I 

first probed how infants categorize audiovisual speech in which the content of the two sensory 

signals is incongruent but the temporal synchrony of the signals is maintained. When they 

conflict, which of the two sensory signals do infants rely upon to process the speech that is 

presented? I operationalized this question by probing whether infants subsequently exhibited a 

matching preference for what they had heard or what they had seen during familiarization. I then 

tested my main question and probed the interaction between content incongruence and temporal 

synchrony by offsetting the auditory and visual signals of the incongruent speech by a small 

interval. I hypothesized that this temporal offset would increase the salience of one type of 

information (e.g., the auditory) over the other type of information (e.g., the visual), and would 

shift infants’ use of the two types of information, resulting in a different pattern of speech 

perception than when the two signals were incongruent but simultaneously presented. Together 

with previous results (including those in this manuscript) indicating that infants can use phonetic 

content information and temporal information separately to match heard and seen speech, the 

results of this study illuminate how infants may use both content and temporal information 

simultaneously when perceiving audiovisual speech. 
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3.1.2 Multisensory speech perception  

The perception of speech is multisensory. Although earlier models of speech perception 

focused predominantly on the acoustic perception of speech (see Campbell, 2008, for a review), 

there is no question that adults use information from multiple modalities to process speech. For 

example, adults are better at perceiving auditory speech in noise and in silence when that speech 

is accompanied by visible articulations (Sumby & Pollack, 1954; Summerfield, 1979; Ross et al., 

2007; Remez, 2005), and, in a phenomenon called the McGurk effect, conflicting information 

from the auditory and visual information streams can result in an illusory percept (McGurk & 

Macdonald, 1976). Adults are also adept speechreaders, even if they have normal hearing, and 

use visual information from many areas of a speaker’s body to enhance speech intelligibility 

(MacLeod & Summerfield, 1987; Vatikiotis-Bateson, Eigsti, Yano, & Munhall, 1998; Grant & 

Seitz, 2000).  

 It has been known for some time that the speech percept is also multisensory for the 

infant. Infants match heard and seen speech signals in their own and in non-native languages, as 

well as in the vocalizations of non-human animals. Perhaps the best known evidence in support 

of the multisensory nature of speech perception in infancy comes from a series of studies in 

which infants hear auditory vowel segments of one type (e.g., /ɑ/) while simultaneously viewing 

silent side-by-side videos of a model producing vowels of two types (e.g., /ɑ/ and /i/). Infants as 

young as two months of age look longer at the video congruent with the vowel they hear, 

indicating that they match heard and seen speech signals (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; Walton 

& Bower, 1993; Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2003; Yeung & Werker, 2013). Such sensitivity to 

the match between heard and seen speech signals is not limited to vowels. Infants also match 
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auditory and visual presentations of consonants (Mugitani, Kobayashi, & Hiraki, 2007; Pons et 

al., 2009). 

Moreover, infants match seen and heard speech even when the two information streams 

are presented sequentially, disrupting the temporal correspondence between the signals (Pons et 

al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014). Strikingly, in both of the above studies, infants also exhibited an 

ability to match auditory and visual speech signals even in languages with which they were 

unfamiliar. Infants also appear to have such a matching ability for the auditory and visual signals 

of non-human primate vocalizations (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006). This ability declines 

midway through the first year of life, similar to the decline in infants’ ability to discriminate 

between non-native speech contrasts. 

More evidence for the multisensory nature of speech perception in infancy arises from 

studies probing the effects of visual facilitation on auditory discrimination. When infants are 

familiarized with audiovisual tokens of a non-native vowel contrast that they ordinarily do not 

discriminate, their auditory discrimination of the contrast is boosted (Ter Schure, Junge, & 

Boersma, 2016). Similarly, infants’ discrimination of auditorily degraded consonants is boosted 

when those consonants are paired with silent visual articulations that match the auditory signal 

(Teinonen et al., 2008). Importantly, it appears as though visual effects on auditory 

discrimination vary as a function of audiovisual congruence. Congruent auditory and visual 

signals modify perception differently than do incongruent auditory and visual signals, even when 

those signals are from unfamiliar languages (Chapter 2 of this manuscript). It thus appears that 

the early speech percept is so robustly multisensory that inconsistencies in audiovisual content 

correspondence change the how speech is processed, and do so independently of experience with 

specific sound-sight pairings. 
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3.1.3 Perception of incongruent speech signals 

 That infants match the auditory and visual signals of speech has been relatively well 

established. And, as reviewed above, increasing evidence has indicated that infants do so even in 

languages with which they are unfamiliar. Moreover, in Chapter 2 of this manuscript, I presented 

evidence that infants not only detected content incongruence while observing non-native 

audiovisual speech, but also showed that the speech percept is modified when the two sources of 

content information are incongruent with one another. When six-month-old infants, who 

discriminate non-native auditory phonemes, were exposed during familiarization to congruent 

audiovisual speech from a non-native language, they (perhaps unsurprisingly) exhibited a pattern 

of discrimination at test that was comparable to their patterns of auditory-only discrimination 

without any audiovisual familiarization. However, when familiarized to incongruent audiovisual 

speech in which the content of the auditory and visual signals does not match, six-month-old 

infants’ pattern of auditory discrimination shifted. This evidence indicates not only that infants at 

this age detect audiovisual incongruence in unfamiliar speech, but that such incongruence affects 

the way in which the audiovisual signal is processed, resulting in differences in looking time at 

test.  

More evidence concerning infants’ processing of incongruent audiovisual speech comes 

from studies probing the McGurk effect and similar phenomena. To review, the McGurk effect 

was originally demonstrated in adults, who, when presented with simultaneous incongruent 

audiovisual speech, perceived an illusory phone intermediate to the auditory and visual phones. 

When most adult English speakers observe an engineered video of a model producing a syllable 

consisting of the auditory bilabial stop /b/ and the visual velar stop /g/, they report perceiving an 

intermediate phone, the alveolar stop /d/ (McGurk & Macdonald, 1976). Some studies (e.g., 
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Burnham & Dodd, 2004) have demonstrated that infants also exhibit the McGurk effect when 

observing this type of stimulus, categorizing the incongruent signals as a third, illusory percept. 

More recent work has demonstrated that infants change their face scanning patterns in response 

to McGurk-like speech, visually fixating more on a model’s mouth when she produces 

incongruent, McGurk-like syllables (Tomalski et al., 2013). Such an effect indicates that young 

infants, like adults, use both auditory and visual information in the process of perceiving speech 

when the two signals are familiar (native) to the child.  

 Additional studies have examined visual capture, a phenomenon that is closely related to 

the McGurk effect. Under certain circumstances, when auditory and visual information are 

incongruent, the visual information overshadows (captures) the auditory information, and, rather 

than integrating the two sources of information into a McGurk-like illusory percept, adults report 

perceiving a speech sound that matches the visual phone. A classic example of visual capture 

consists of a stimulus consisting of an auditory /bɑ/ and a visual /vɑ/. Adults report perceiving 

/vɑ/, indicating that the visual information overshadows the auditory information in the 

perceptual process (Rosenblum & Saldaña, 1992, 1996). Infants, too, have been reported to 

exhibit visual capture using this same combination of auditory and visual phones (Rosenblum, 

Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997).  

Importantly, the visual and acoustic characteristics of the incongruent phones used in this 

type of study have an effect on how and whether the McGurk effect or visual capture will occur. 

In the same visual capture studies cited above, when adults were presented and infants were 

habituated with an incongruent stimulus consisting of the opposite audiovisual stimuli (an 

auditory /dɑ/ and a visual /vɑ/), visual capture did not occur. Instead, adults report perceiving 

simply the auditory stimulus /dɑ/, and infants similarly dishabituate to auditory sequences of /vɑ/ 
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tokens, but not of /dɑ/ tokens, indicating that they, too, perceived /dɑ/. Likewise, in studies 

probing the McGurk effect, when adults are presented with a stimulus consisting of an auditory 

/gɑ/ and a visual /bɑ/, integration into an illusory percept does not occur. These asymmetries in 

audiovisual integration as a function of the specific acoustic and/or visual characteristics of the 

phones tested is further indication that infants’ audiovisual speech perception, like that of adults, 

is affected by the specific content characteristics of auditory and visual phones. 

Other evidence indicates that the visual influence on speech perception may be weaker in 

infancy than in adulthood (Desjardins & Werker, 2004), and that infants exhibit a wide range of 

individual differences in their treatment of McGurk-like stimuli (Kushnerenko et al., 2013). 

Crucially, the original McGurk and Macdonald (1976) study, as well as more recent studies, 

have demonstrated that the strength of the McGurk effect develops as a function of experience 

(Dupont, Aubin, & Ménard, 2005; Tremblay et al., 2007; Sekiyama & Burnham, 2008). 

Specifically, the effect of the incongruent visual signal on perception appears to increase as a 

child ages. This developmental trajectory is consistent with other investigations suggesting that 

visual influences on auditory speech perception increase throughout development (Baart, 

Bortfeld, & Vroomen, 2015; Hockley & Polka, 1994; Massaro, Thompson, Barron, & Laren, 

1986; Massaro, 1984) and with experience with a specific language (Werker, Frost, & McGurk, 

1992).  

A review of the literature probing the McGurk effect in infants and children thus reveals 

an important effect of experience on an individual’s treatment of an incongruent audiovisual 

speech event. What has not been well explored, however, is how young, inexperienced infants 

process the divergent sensory signals that they detect in incongruent audiovisual speech when 

that speech is from an unfamiliar language. How do infants deal with unfamiliar audiovisual 
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speech in which the auditory and visual signals convey different information? Because the 

modality-specific information in natural speech is produced at the same source (the speaker) and 

the auditory and visual information conveyed is congruent in content, it is somewhat unclear 

(and is difficult or impossible to test) how infants use these two sources of congruent information 

in the perception of natural speech. However, by examining how infants use the auditory and 

visual signals when the two are divergent, it may be possible to better understand how infants 

rely on auditory and visual information when perceiving speech.  

3.1.4 Temporal influences on audiovisual speech perception 

 An important consideration in attempting to determine how infants utilize auditory and/or 

visual information in the perception of speech is the temporal constraints on the presentation of 

these informational streams. In natural speech, auditory and visual information streams are not 

only congruent, but are also presented roughly simultaneously (with visual information 

preceding auditory information by a short interval; see further in this section for more detail). 

This natural temporal synchrony of audiovisual speech (and, indeed, of non-speech audiovisual 

events) may provide an important cue to infants, and, though perhaps to a lesser extent, to adults, 

when matching heard and seen speech.  

Adults are particularly adept at detecting temporal synchrony in audiovisual speech and 

non-speech events. They detect asynchrony in the sound and sight of a bouncing ball or the 

sound and sight of a falling hammer when the auditory signal precedes the visual signal by as 

little as 65 ms and 75 ms, respectively (Lewkowicz, 1996a; Dixon & Spitz, 1980). Similarly, 

adults detect auditory-before-visual asynchronies greater than 80 ms in speech-like events in 

which a puppet produces a mouth aperture in tandem with a pure tone (McGrath & Summerfield, 

1985). Another test of adults’ detection of audiovisual synchrony comes from research probing 
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the robustness of the McGurk effect under conditions of temporal asynchrony. When presented 

with incongruent audiovisual speech in which the auditory information precedes the visual 

information, adults experience a breakdown in the McGurk effect around 60 ms (Munhall et al., 

1996; van Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel, 2007). It appears as though the detection of 

asynchrony in actual fluent human speech is somewhat weaker than in the above examples, with 

adults’ detection of audiovisual asynchrony in fluent speech not occurring when the offset is less 

than about 130ms (Dixon & Spitz, 1980). It has been argued that detection of audiovisual 

asynchrony (and subsequent disruption of audiovisual integration) may be greater in syllabic 

speech than in fluent speech (Pandey, Kunov, & Abel, 1986).  

Crucially, adults appear to be more ‘tolerant of’ (i.e., exhibit reduced sensitivity to) 

audiovisual asynchrony when the visual information precedes the auditory information than vice 

versa. Each of the examples in the paragraph above lists the threshold for audiovisual integration 

when auditory information precedes visual information. When the opposite is true, when visual 

information precedes auditory information, detection of asynchrony is weaker and adults require 

greater temporal offset to notice the mismatch in timing. In each of the studies reviewed in the 

above paragraph, the authors also tested detection of integration when the visual information 

preceded the auditory information. They found that adults required well over 100 ms of temporal 

offset to detect audiovisual asynchrony, an amount that varied based on task and stimulus type.  

This asymmetry may be a result of the natural temporal precedence of the visual signal. 

That is, when auditory and visual signals are produced at the same source, as in the environment, 

the visual information arrives at the perceiver’s eye milliseconds before acoustic information 

arrives at the ear, with the amount of delay of the acoustic signal increasing as a function of the 

distance between source and perceiver (Burr & Alais, 2006). In speech events, wherein the motor 
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movements of the articulators are reflected in the visual signal prior to producing the acoustic 

signal, the precedence of visual information may be even more pronounced. However, in natural 

settings, the human sensory and perceptual systems appear to compensate for this delay. The 

transduction of the auditory signal, once it arrives at the ear, is a fast neuromechanical process 

(Corey & Hudspeth, 1979; King & Palmer, 1985). The photochemical and neurochemical 

process of converting light information to an optical signal is significantly slower (Lennie, 1981; 

Lamb & Pugh, 1992). Perceptually, the auditory signal appears to be processed more quickly 

than the visual signal as well, and this difference in processing speed appears to be related to the 

perceived distance between the source and the perceiver (Burr & Alais, 2006). These processes 

result in the perception of synchronous auditory and visual signals, even though the two are 

likely detected by the relevant sensory organs at different times. Thus, when visual information 

precedes auditory information in space, the two signals are perceived as synchronous. However, 

when the temporal mechanics of the auditory and visual signals are misaligned in the opposite 

direction (i.e., when the auditory signal articifially precedes the visual signal), the temporal 

asynchrony may be more salient to the perceiver. That is, the natural perceptual correction 

described above may result in greater perceived asynchrony when the auditory signal precedes 

the visual signal than vice versa. This increased perceptual asynchrony may explain adults’ 

greater tolerance for visual-first stimuli over auditory-first stimuli as described in the 

experimental results above. 

Like adults, infants detect asynchrony in the auditory and visual signals produced by 

multisensory objects and events. They detect asynchrony in moving and sounding objects, such 

as bouncing disks (Lewkowicz, 1986; Bahrick, 1988; Lewkowicz, 1992a, 1992b, 1996a; Scheier, 

Lewkowicz, & Shimojo, 2003). They also detect asynchrony in talking and singing faces (Dodd, 
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1979; Lewkowicz, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2003). Moreover, when habituated to synchronous 

audiovisual speech, infants dishabituate to asynchronous audiovisual speech, and vice versa 

(Lewkowicz, 2010). It is important to note, however, that the threshold for detection of 

audiovisual asynchrony appears to decrease across development. Infants are less sensitive than 

are adults to temporal asynchrony, and exhibit a window of ‘tolerance’ for asynchrony in fluent 

speech up to about 500 ms (Lewkowicz, 2010). When habituated to synchronous audiovisual 

speech, infants do not dishabituate to asynchronous speech when the offset is less than this 500 

ms threshold. 

 Despite infants’ lower sensitivity to temporal asynchrony in speech than that of adults, 

some authors (e.g., Lewkowicz, 2010) argue that it is this detection of temporal synchrony that 

allows infants to match heard and seen speech in the environment, and that, in turn, bootstraps 

later phonetic learning. The neural mechanisms necessary to detect audiovisual correspondence 

are present from early in ontogeny (Bushara, Grafman, & Hallett, 2001), and audiovisual 

synchrony is the norm in the environment. Early detection of such synchrony may allow infants 

to use it as a cue for source localization, thus honing attentional resources and improving 

learning. Moreover, a few studies have demonstrated that infants are capable of detecting 

audiovisual correspondence in speech even when content information (the information in the 

auditory and visual signals that allows for speech sound identification) is absent. When infants 

are familiarized to synchronous audiovisual speech in which the acoustic-phonetic information is 

replaced by an uninformative pure tone, they nonetheless dishabituate to asynchronous stimuli of 

the same type (Lewkowicz, 2010). Additionally, infants have been shown to match auditory and 

visual speech even when the acoustic signal is replaced by sine-wave speech, in which some 

(though not all) phonetic information is replaced by pure tones (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 
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1981; Baart, Vroomen, Shaw, & Bortfeld, 2014). These results have led to the possible 

interpretation that infants rely primarily on low-level temporal information (the detection of 

corresponding onsets and offsets in the auditory and visual signals) to detect congruence in 

speech. Importantly, it appears as though infants may rely on these cues more than do adults, 

whose audiovisual speech matching performance is reduced when the acoustic signal is replaced 

by sine-wave speech (Baart et al., 2014; but see Kamachi, Hill, Lander, & Vatikiotis-Bateson 

(2003), demonstrating that adults match unknown faces and voices, even when the latter are sine-

wave synthesized). 

 Although it seems clear that infants can use temporal information to match auditory and 

visual speech and that such information may be sufficient to do so, recent evidence indicates that 

such information is not the only cue that infants are capable of using in detection of congruence 

between the auditory and visual signals. Pons and colleagues (2009) familiarized infants to 

auditory-only exemplars of English voiced bilabial stops (/b/) or voiced bilabial fricatives (/v/), 

and then tested infants using silent side-by-side videos of a speaker producing the two 

consonants. Infants looked longer at the videos articulating the sound that they heard than the 

opposite sound, indicating that they matched what they heard and saw. However, this procedure, 

which never presented the infants with simultaneous audiovisual speech, disrupted infants’ 

possible use of temporal cues to match heard and seen speech. The results of this study seem to 

indicate that infants are capable of using higher level information, other than temporal 

synchrony, to match heard and seen speech. Still more evidence for such an ability comes from a 

similar study in which 4.5-month-old infants were familiarized to videos of silent native or non-

native fluent speech and then tested with auditory-only exemplars from the matching or 

mismatching language. Infants looked longer during auditory test trials that matched what they 
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saw during familiarization, despite the temporal simultaneity of the signals being disrupted by 

the experimental paradigm (Kubicek et al., 2014). 

 Most recently, in Chapter 2 of this manuscript, I familiarized infants to audiovisual 

syllables from an unfamiliar language. Half of the infants were familiarized to incongruent 

audiovisual speech and half were familiarized to congruent audiovisual speech. Crucially, the 

temporal synchrony between the auditory and visual signals was tightly maintained in both 

conditions. Despite not having temporal simultaneity as a cue to congruence (or, perhaps more 

specifically, despite having temporal simultaneity maintained regardless of congruence), infants’ 

face-scanning patterns changed in response to incongruent speech. These results, when taken 

together with those of Pons and colleagues (2009) and Kubicek and colleagues (2014), indicate 

that infants must be relying on more than just temporal information when perceiving and 

matching audiovisual speech. However, as noted, prior studies have demonstrated that infants do 

use temporal information to match artificial heard and seen speech when higher level, more fine-

grained content cues are experimentally removed (Lewkowicz, 2010; Baart et al., 2014). Given 

these bodies of evidence, an alternative possibility is that infants use both fine-grained content 

information as well as temporal information to make sense of the heard and seen signals of 

speech. 

3.1.5 Current study 

 The current study was designed to test how the speech percept is affected when both 

content information and temporal information are mismatched in the auditory and visual signals 

of unfamiliar speech. In the first place, I probed how infants treat conflicting visual and auditory 

information when the two are presented synchronously, and sought to determine which of the 

two sources of information more affected the speech percept. I then manipulated the temporal 
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synchrony of the auditory and visual signals, to determine whether infants’ dependence on one 

signal over the other can be modified by temporal precedence (i.e., one of the two signals 

coming first). I operationalized these questions by familiarizing and testing English learning 

infants with phones from Hindi, an unfamiliar language, in order to control for the effects of 

specific environmental experience with the phones in question. As reviewed above, because 

visual influences on speech perception increase across development as a function of experience, 

it was important to use non-native speech in this paradigm. The two sounds used in the current 

study were the voiced dental (/d̪/) and retroflex (/ɖ/) stops, which differ from each other both 

acoustically and visually. These two sounds are typically indistinguishable by English speakers 

and learners older than 9-10 months, but are discriminable by younger English-learning infants 

and continue to be discriminable by Hindi speakers and learners throughout the lifespan (see 

Chapter 2 for a review). Thus, the English-learning infants in this study were tested at six months 

of age, when discrimination of this contrast is still present. I probed my questions by pairing the 

visual signal from one of the two phones with the auditory signal from the contrasting phone 

during familiarization. Crucially, six-month-old English learning infants not only auditorily 

discriminate the exact Hindi speech sounds used in this study (Bruderer et al., 2015; Appendix 

A, this manuscript), but are also sensitive to the audiovisual congruence of these specific stimuli 

(Chapter 2, this manuscript). It was therefore assumed that the infants tested in this study would 

detect the audiovisual incongruence in the engineered stimuli.  

The first part of my question tested whether infants would resolve their detection of 

audiovisual incongruence by relying more on one of the two sensory sources, auditory or visual, 

to categorize the speech sounds. As a further probe of which modality, auditory or visual, might 

contribute the most to incongruence resolution, the order of the auditory and visual signals was 
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manipulated in this study temporally. While infants in one condition of the study were tested 

with synchronous, incongruent audiovisual speech, infants in the two other conditions were 

tested with temporally asynchronous, but still incongruent, events. As reviewed, infants appear to 

detect asynchrony in speech (and, therefore, to not integrate the auditory and visual signals into 

one percept) when the asynchrony exceeds approximately 500 ms (Lewkowicz, 2010). 

Constructing asynchronous, incongruent stimuli that exceed this threshold would increase the 

likelihood that infants would perceive the auditory and visual signals separately and fail to 

integrate them. However, constructing asynchronous stimuli at adult thresholds (e.g., 100 ms) 

might not have the effect of increasing the salience of the auditory or visual signal for infants 

whose asynchrony detection levels are higher than adults. It was thus determined that 

manipulating the temporal precedence of the auditory and visual signals by an intermediate 

interval (333 ms) could increase the salience of modality-specific information without disrupting 

audiovisual integration. 

 Therefore, in one of the asynchronous conditions, visual information was presented 

before the auditory information by 333 ms. In the other condition, auditory information was 

presented first. In both cases, the interval by which the two information sources were offset was 

within the window for temporal integration for infants at this age. The offset was thus designed 

to manipulate the temporal dynamics of the speech signal, without disrupting the processing of 

the auditory and visual signals as a unified percept.  

After familiarization with the three types of temporally modified, incongruent speech, I 

tested infants using auditory-only exemplars of the two Hindi consonant-vowel syllables used 

during audiovisual familiarization. For each infant, these auditory-only test sequences matched 

either what they saw or what they heard during familiarization. I predicted that infants would 
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resolve the incongruence in the auditory and visual signals in the synchronous condition by 

relying more upon one source of information than the other, and by exhibiting a looking time 

preference for those sounds that matched that informational source. Moreover, I predicted that 

the temporal arrangement of the auditory and visual signals would change the way in which 

infants resolved audiovisual incongruence. Specifically, I predicted that infants familiarized to 

audiovisual speech in which the visual information preceded the auditory information would 

process the speech events by relying more on the visual information, and would exhibit a 

matching preference for the visually-matched auditory stimuli at test. Likewise, I predicted that 

infants familiarized to auditory-first stimuli would exhibit matching to the auditorily-matched 

stimuli at test. Given the review of the literature above, however, it is important to note that an 

asymmetry in looking time patterns could emerge between the auditory-first and visual-first 

stimuli. Because visual-first stimuli are more consistent with the natural temporal precedence of 

the visual signal in the environment, and because detection of visual-first asynchrony is lower 

than that of auditory-first asynchrony, it is possible that differences could be observed in the 

auditory-first condition that are not observed in the visual-first and synchronous conditions. 

Overall, patterns in line with the ones outlined here would serve to indicate that, when 

infants are presented with simultaneous incongruent information, they consistently rely on one of 

the two modalities (auditory or visual) to resolve that incongruence. However, such patterns 

would also indicate that infants utilize temporal information in addition to their use of content 

information when categorizing speech, and that temporal precedence can change their reliance 

on the auditory or the visual signal.  
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3.2 Material and methods 

3.2.1 Sample 

 Six-month-old infants were sampled from a database of families recruited from a 

maternity hospital in Western Canada. Parents of all infants tested reported that their children 

heard approximately 90-100% English; none heard a language that uses the dental-retroflex 

contrast phonemically, and none had been diagnosed with an audiological disorder. A power 

analysis prior to data collection (using a partial eta-squared of .07) revealed a minimum sample 

size of 19 infants per condition (totalling 57 infants). Thus, data was collected from 60 infants, 

20 per condition (mean age = 179 days; age range = 167 to 195 days; 30 females). Infants were 

randomly assigned to one of three familiarization conditions (auditory first, visual first, or 

synchronous). Sixteen additional infants were tested but were excluded from analysis due to 

fussiness causing them not to finish the experiment (8), equipment failure (7), or parent 

interference (1). An additional baby was excluded because she never fixated on the stimuli.  

3.2.2 Stimuli 

 Stimuli for this study were constructed from stimulus items used by Bruderer and 

colleagues (2015) and in Chapter 2 of this manuscript. As noted and detailed in that chapter, one 

female native speaker of Hindi was recorded to create the stimuli for these experiments. During 

recording, the speaker produced triads of monosyllabic utterances consisting of a target 

consonant (/d̪/ or /ɖ/) and a vocalic segment (/ɑ:/) in infant-directed speech. The speaker was 

oriented at a 45° angle from the camera, to optimize the viewer’s ability to see the orofacial and 

head motions associated with the two stimulus syllables. For example, in the production of the 

dental consonant /d̪/, but not for the retroflex consonant /ɖ/, the tongue tip is visible between the 

teeth. Moreover, the retraction and raising of the tongue tip for the retroflex, /ɖ/, should be 
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produced with the jaw in a lower position and possibly slightly protruded. This may result in less 

jaw lowering for the following vowel, /ɑ:/, compared to that associated with the transition from 

the dental consonant, /d̪/, to the following vowel, /ɑ:/ (see Figure 2.1, Chapter 2). 

 From this raw material, experimental stimulus items were chosen from among the second 

items in each triad sequence, in order to control for list intonation effects. Final stimulus tokens 

were those that had a natural duration between 750 and 1000 ms, and which contained no 

abnormalities in pitch contour or phonation. Stimuli were then engineered in Final Cut Pro X 

(Version 10.2.3) to create familiarization and test stimulus items.  

All familiarization items consisted of incongruent audiovisual stimuli, in which the 

auditory and visual tracks consisted of different consonant types (e.g., a visual dental consonant 

combined with an auditory retroflex consonant). Familiarization items then varied by condition. 

In the auditory-first condition, the auditory track of each token preceded the visual track by 

333ms. In the visual-first condition, the visual track preceded the auditory track by 333ms. 

Finally, in the synchronous condition, the two incongruent signals began and ended at the same 

times. In order to ensure that the auditory- and visual-first conditions did not result in visual or 

auditory white space at the beginning or the end of the stimulus, the first or last frame of each 

item was frozen and extended by 333ms. Three tokens of each stimulus type were engineered. 

Test sequences consisted of auditory-only dental or retroflex stimuli paired with a black 

and white checkerboard. Each test sequence consisted of eight tokens of the same type of 

stimulus (three unique tokens distributed randomly within the sequence). The interstimulus 

interval for test sequences was 2.2 seconds and the total length of each test sequence was 20 

seconds. 
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3.2.3 Procedure 

Infants were seated on their caregiver’s lap in a dim room approximately 60 cm from a 

television screen (101 x 57 cm) equipped with a recording camera. Infant movement and eye 

gaze information was recorded using iMovie (Version 9.0.9). Stimuli were presented using Habit 

(Version 1.0). Caregivers were instructed to abstain from directing the infant’s attention, either 

through talking or pointing. Caregivers also wore a pair of darkened sunglasses to maintain 

blindness to the experimental stimuli, and were instructed to raise their hands during 

experimentation if the infant became too upset to continue. 

Experimentation consisted of three phases: pretest, familiarization, and test (Figure 3.1). 

A colourful bouncing ball that served as an attention attractor separated adjacent trials of each 

phase. During the first trial of the pretest, infants observed a colourful waterwheel accompanied 

by a ringing bell for 20 seconds. This trial served as a measurement for baseline looking time. 

The following two pretest trials consisted of the white and black checkerboard, paired with the 

test stimuli that infants would see at the end of the procedure. Infants observed one test trial of 

each type (dental or retroflex) during this phase, and the order in which they observed each type 

was counterbalanced within condition. This pretest ensured that infants would be familiar with 

the checkerboard-sound pairing in order to limit increased looking due to surprise at test. 

The familiarization phase immediately followed pretest. During familiarization, infants 

were presented with tokens according to their familiarization condition (auditory-first, visual-

first, or synchronous). From the three possible tokens of each stimulus type, Habit randomly 

presented one token at a time, with an interstimulus interval of 500 ms. Presentation of these 

familiarization tokens continued as long as the infant was looking at the screen. If an infant 

looked away from the screen for more than two seconds at a time, presentation ceased and the 
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attention attractor appeared. This procedure ensured that infants did not perceive auditory-only 

stimuli during familiarization when they were not oriented toward the experimental apparatus. If 

an infant maintained attention to the screen, presentation continued for a maximum of 15 

seconds before the attention attractor appeared. Infants accumulated a total of 120 seconds of 

looking before the familiarization phase concluded. 

 

Figure 3.1: Graphical representation of the experimental paradigm, excluding pre-test (auditory-first 

condition with auditory dental segment and visual retroflex segment). 

The four test trials consisted of the same stimuli used in the pretest: black and white 

checkerboards paired with auditory sequences of dental or retroflex syllables (20 seconds each). 

Depending on familiarization condition, these syllables matched either the stimulus type that the 

infant heard (auditory match) or the stimulus type that the infant saw (visual match). 

Counterbalancing ensured that half of the infants heard retroflex tokens first while the other half 

heard dental tokens first, after which point stimulus type alternated for the remaining three trials. 
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The experiment ended with another presentation of the waterwheel to measure whether looking 

time decreased substantially during experimentation.  

Online coding was employed to ensure that stimuli were only presented when infants 

were looking at the screen, but no data from online coding were analyzed. Following 

experimentation, offline coding was performed in silence by a highly trained research assistant, 

who recorded when during the test trials infants were looking at the screen. From this raw 

looking time data, sums of looking time per test trial were calculated for each infant. 

3.3 Results and analysis 

3.3.1 Planned analysis 

 Test phase looking time data were processed as follows. First, data were examined to 

ensure that infants looked at each test trial for a minimum of 250 ms. As all 60 infants looked at 

each of four test trials for the minimum required time, no trials were excluded from analysis. 

Each infant was tested on two pairs of auditory-only test trials. One test sequence of each pair 

matched the content of auditory familiarization (auditory match trials) and one sequence of each 

pair matched the content of visual familiarization (visual match trials). Data from all three 

conditions are presented by pair (pair 1: test trials 1 and 2; pair 2: test trials 3 and 4) in Figure 3.2 

as difference scores (auditory match minus visual match), such that positive scores indicate an 

auditory match preference.  
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Figure 3.2: Difference scores (auditory match minus visual match) for both pairs of test trials across three 

conditions (auditory-first, synchronous, visual-first). Positive scores indicate a preference for the auditory 

match sequences. 

As a first step, data from all test trials were analyzed together to determine whether there 

was any effect of an infant’s sex on looking time during test. A 2 x 2 x 3 mixed-design ANOVA 

with sex (male, female) and familiarization condition (auditory-first, visual-first, synchronous) as 

between-subjects factors and match type (auditory, visual) as a within-subjects factor revealed no 

main effects of sex, condition, or match type (all F-values < 1.40; all p-values > .20). Male and 

female infants looked equally during the test phase (t(236) = .69, p = .492; Mmales = 12.62 s, 
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SDmales = 3.85; Mfemales = 12.98 s, SDfemales = 4.15). All subsequent analyses were conducted 

without including sex as a predictor. 

 In the main analysis, a 2 x 3 mixed-design ANOVA with match type as a within-subjects 

factor (auditory match, visual match) and familiarization condition (auditory-first, visual-first, 

synchronous) revealed no effects of match type (F(1,57) = 1.40, p = .241, η
2

P  = .02) or of 

condition (F(2,57) = 0.36, p = .703, η
2

P  = .01) on looking time. Importantly, the ANOVA also 

revealed no interaction between condition and match type (F(2,57) = 0.11, p = .893, η
2

P  < .01), 

indicating that—regardless of familiarization condition—infants looked equally to the auditory 

match and visual match sequences at test. 

3.3.2 Follow-up analyses 

3.3.2.1 Consistent vs. inconsistent temporal arrangement 

 Examination of Figure 3.2 indicates that, despite the lack of interaction between 

familiarization condition and match type, infants familiarized to visual-first or synchronous 

stimuli appear to exhibit increased looking time to the auditory match syllables during the second 

pair of the test phase. Given the typical temporal arrangement of signals in the speech stream 

wherein the perception of visual information precedes that of auditory information, there is 

reason to expect that infants would treat visual-first and synchronous stimuli differently than 

auditory-first stimuli, which violate the natural temporal dynamics of speech. As such, in the 

following analyses, a new factor was used to organize the data in order to account for this 

difference in temporal consistency with natural speech. Infants in the visual-first and 

synchronous conditions are considered to have been exposed to “consistent” stimuli, while 

infants in the auditory-first condition are considered to have been exposed to “inconsistent” 

stimuli. 
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 An exploratory 2 x 2 mixed-design ANOVA conducted on the data from the second pair 

of test trials was calculated with match type (auditory-match, visual-match) as a within-subjects 

factor and consistency (consistent, inconsistent) as a between-subjects factor. This analysis 

revealed a nearly significant interaction between match type and consistency (F(1,58) =  3.79, p 

= .056, η
2

P  = .06) on looking time, indicating that infants familiarized to consistent stimuli 

(visual-first or synchronous) exhibited a greater proportion of their looking time to the auditory-

match sequences at test (Mauditory = 12.60 s, SD = 4.48; Mvisual = 11.59 s, SD = 4.22), while infants 

familiarized to inconsistent stimuli  exhibited no such pattern (Mauditory = 11.66 s, SD = 4.52 s; 

Mvisual = 12.49 s, SD = 3.71). Neither main effect emerged as significant (all F-values < .80; all 

p-values > .35), and an identical ANOVA conducted with the first pair of test trials revealed no 

main effects or interactions (all F-values < 1.30; all p-values > .260). 

3.3.2.2 Phone type 

 An additional possibility—but one that this experiment was not directly designed to 

test—is that infants’ use of auditory and visual information during familiarization was affected 

by the specific visual and/or acoustic characteristics of the phones presented. As noted in the 

introduction to this chapter, although adults’ and infants’ integration of incongruent auditory and 

visual signals in their native language is robust for certain phones, it does not occur for all 

combinations of auditory and visual speech tokens. For example, while the McGurk effect is 

robust for adults (and to a lesser degree for infants) when they observe a stimulus consisting of 

an auditory /bɑ/ and a visual /gɑ/, integration does not occur when the modalities of the two 

phones are reversed (an auditory /gɑ/ and a visual /bɑ/). Likewise, while visual capture occurs 

for adults and infants in response to an auditory /bɑ/ and a visual /vɑ/, it does not occur when the 

auditory phone is /dɑ/. Because integration of divergent auditory and visual signals has not been 
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conducted with adult speakers of Hindi using sounds from their native language, it is difficult to 

predict whether such an asymmetry also exists for the dental and retroflex consonants used in the 

current study. However, an exploratory analysis can be conducted on the present data.  

Infants were familiarized in six sub-conditions that varied in the identity of the auditory 

and visual phones and in the temporal order in which they were presented. Three of these sub-

conditions consisted of a dental auditory signal and a retroflex visual signal, and varied in the 

order in which the auditory and visual information was presented temporally (auditory-first, 

visual-first, and synchronous). The other three sub-conditions consisted of a retroflex auditory 

signal and a dental visual signal, and also varied in the order in which the information in the two 

modalities was presented temporally. Because of the low number of subjects in each cell, any 

analysis of the test data by sub-condition is severely underpowered. Nonetheless, an exploratory 

mixed-design ANOVA conducted on the looking time data for both pairs of trials was calculated 

with match type (auditory-match, visual-match) as a within-subjects factor and sub-condition as 

a between-subjects factor. Unsurprisingly, the ANOVA revealed no main effect of match type or 

of sub-condition, and no significant interaction between the two (all F-values < 2.40; all p-values 

> .100). 
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Figure 3.3: Difference scores (auditory match minus visual match) for both pairs of test trials, divided by 

auditory phone type during the familiarization phase. 

In order to increase power and explore whether there was any effect of familiarization 

phone types on visual or auditory matching at test, data were then collapsed across sub-

conditions and split based only on the identity of the auditory phone (dental or retroflex) to 

which infants were familiarized, regardless of whether visual or auditory information came first 

or whether they were presented synchronously. These reorganized data are presented in Figure 

3.3 as difference scores (auditory match minus visual match). Visual examination of the figure 

indicates that infants familiarized to retroflex auditory stimuli, regardless of temporal synchrony, 
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may have exhibited a matching preference for retroflex auditory stimuli at test. Another 

exploratory mixed design ANOVA was fitted to these looking time data, with match type 

(auditory match, visual match) as a within-subjects factor and auditory familiarization phone 

(dental, retroflex) as a between-subjects factor. While no main effects emerged as significant in 

this analysis, a marginal interaction between match type and auditory familiarization phone did 

emerge (F(1,58) = 3.35, p = .072, η
2

P  = .05). Infants familiarized to stimuli in which the auditory 

component was a retroflex consonant exhibited a slight preference for retroflex test sequences.  

This small effect, though only exploratory, may indicate that infants exposed to auditory 

retroflex/visual dental syllables during familiarization may have relied on the auditory 

information to categorize the speech events, regardless of whether that auditory signal preceded, 

followed, or was presented synchronously with the visual dental signal. Such a result, though 

only preliminary, is consistent with previous findings testing audiovisual integration in English 

with adults and infants that have only shown visual capture for some, and not all, audiovisual 

combinations. As reviewed above, some audiovisual combinations, such as an auditory /dɑ/ 

paired with a visual /vɑ/, typically result in a /dɑ/ (auditory) percept, with no measurable visual 

influence on perception.  

3.4 Discussion 

Speech perception is multisensory, and is so from the early in life. Infants match heard 

and seen speech in their own and in other languages and non-human vocalizations (Kuhl & 

Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2003; Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014; 

Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006); they (at least to some extent) exhibit the McGurk effect or 

visual capture when auditory and visual information are mismatched (Burnham & Dodd, 2004; 

Desjardins & Werker, 2004), and they detect audiovisual incongruence while watching speech 
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(Chapter 2 of this mansucript). Moreover, like adults, infants’ perception or discrimination of 

auditory speech is improved by the imposition of the visual signal (Hollich, Newman, & 

Jusczyk, 2005; Teinonen et al., 2008; ter Schure, Junge, & Boersma, 2016), and their 

categorization of auditory speech is changed when audiovisual congruence is disrupted (Chapter 

2 of this manuscript). These results, taken together, seem to indicate that infants are capable of 

detecting differences in phonetic content between heard and seen speech, and can do so even 

with sound-sight pairings from languages with which they are unfamiliar. 

However, a review of the literature makes clear that infants are capable of relying on 

more than just content information to match heard and seen speech. Some authors argue that it is 

the temporal dynamics of speech, and specifically the detection of temporal synchrony in the 

auditory and visual signals produced in natural speech, that drives infants’ ability to match 

auditory and visual speech events. Like adults, infants are sensitive to audiovisual asynchrony in 

speech (Lewkowicz, 2010), and—perhaps more so than are adults—infants are able to use 

temporal information alone, when content information is removed, to match heard and seen 

speech (Lewkowicz, 2010; Baart et al., 2014).  

In the present study, I explored the interaction between content congruence and temporal 

synchrony in infants’ perception of audiovisual speech. Specifically, I asked what information 

infants rely upon when detecting an incongruent audiovisual speech signal in which the auditory 

and visual information provide conflicting information, and whether the temporal precedence of 

one of these signals over the other changes that pattern. If infants integrate the divergent signals 

into one percept, does that percept more closely resemble what they see or what they hear? And 

if the auditory information or the visual information comes first, do infants use that preceding 

information more than if the two informational streams are presented simultaneously?  
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 The planned analysis of the experimental data examined whether—as a function of 

familiarization condition—infants at test attended preferentially to the sound to which they were 

familiarized auditorily or the sound to which they were familiarized visually. This analysis 

revealed no significant effect of familiarization condition on looking time to the auditory match 

versus the visual match at test, nor did it reveal any general preference for auditory or visual 

match irrespective of familiarization condition. While the interpretation of a null result must be 

regarded with some caution, that infants looked equally to the auditory and visual match 

sequences during test could possibly indicate that the integration of the two signals may have 

resulted in an intermediate or illusory percept (similar to that observed in the McGurk effect). If 

such a percept were different than both the retroflex stop and the dental stop, it stands to reason 

that no matching preference would be shown at test for either of the two consonant types. On the 

other hand, an equally parsimonious and conflicting interpretation can be made in light of these 

data. Given infants’ detection of audiovisual incongruence in a non-native language, it seems 

possible that infants were able to simultaneously process both sources of information when 

categorizing speech during familiarization, and that they perceived the auditory and visual 

signals separately. Such simultaneous processing of the conflicting visual and the auditory 

information might even indicate that infants’ perception of the auditory and visual information in 

speech is not fully integrated at this age, particularly when the speech is derived from an 

unfamiliar language, and that the two percepts remain somewhat independent. Given that visual 

influences on speech perception appear to increase with age and linguistic experience, this 

explanation seems plausible.  

If infants had used only one type of sensory information when perceiving speech during 

familiarization, it seems likely that a matching preference would have emerged during test. 
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Instead, infants may have relied on both sources of information during familiarization (either by 

integrating the two into a third, illusory percept, or by simultaneously processing both sources of 

information separately), disrupting any matching at test. Unfortunately, the current paradigm was 

not designed to differentiate between these two possibilities. Ongoing studies with adult native 

speakers of Hindi may help determine what illusory percept—if any—is present in the 

perception of these particular incongruent speech events. Specifically, because it is possible 

experimentally to ask adults to identify their speech percepts, it may be possible to determine 

how native speakers treat these engineered stimuli. Do they, like English speakers in McGurk-

like studies, integrate the two sources of information into one intermediate percept? Do they 

process both sources of information separately, or rely only on one modality? Resolution of such 

questions, along with subsequent testing with young infants using an illusory percept, could 

explore the possibility that such infants, prior to the establishment of a stable phonological 

system, also integrate these non-native, incongruent audiovisual signals in a McGurk-like 

fashion. 

Another possibility to explain the lack of overall difference between the temporally 

asynchronous conditions is that the temporal offset introduced experimentally was simply not 

long enough to influence infants’ speech perception robustly. As reviewed, infants typically 

require more than 500 ms of temporal offset to detect audiovisual asynchrony in speech 

(Lewkowicz, 2010). An interval of 333 ms was chosen specifically in this study to be long 

enough to increase the salience of the preceding signal, but short enough to ensure that infants 

integration of the auditory and visual signals would not be disrupted. However, given infants 

relatively weak ability to detect audiovisual asynchrony, 333 ms may have been insufficient to 

increase perceptual salience of information from one modality. 
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 Nonetheless, despite the null result obtained in the main analysis of these data, a follow-

up exploratory analysis conducted on the second pair of test sequences revealed a somewhat 

different and interesting pattern. Infants familiarized to synchronous or visual-first stimuli did 

exhibit a matching preference for the auditory stimulus at test. As noted in the analysis, it is 

typical in infant looking time studies to observe effects on only one pair of test trials. This 

pattern is especially true when test trials consist of different visual and/or auditory stimuli than 

does familiarization. In this case, despite attempts to orient infants to the testing checkerboard 

prior to familiarization, the replacement of the model’s face (during familiarization) with a 

checkerboard (during test) may have temporarily increased infants’ looking time during the first 

test trial and concealed any matching effects.  

The combination of the visual-first and synchronous test groups into one condition for 

exploratory analysis is a principled one. As reviewed in the introduction, although humans 

perceive the acoustic and light signals of speech (and other non-speech stimuli) simultaneously, 

the visual signal of speech is produced before the auditory signal, and travels through space more 

quickly than does the auditory signal. The human perceptual system is thus accustomed to visual 

information preceding auditory information, and a combination of sensory processing latencies 

and correction at the neural level typically lead to a resolution of this asynchrony at the 

perceptual level such that adults do not notice it (Burr & Alais, 2006). Additionally, some 

theories of multisensory perception (e.g., analysis-by-synthesis (van Wassenhove, Grant, & 

Poeppel, 2005)) suggest that this preceding visual information prepares the perceptual system to 

constrain later auditory processing. Moreover, the temporal mechanics of speech production are 

such that the visual signal, which reflects articulatory motor movements, must slightly precede 

the auditory signal that those movements produce. Although the perceptual system corrects for 
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the slight visual precedence in natural audiovisual speech, reversing that precedence (as in the 

case of the experimental auditory-first stimuli) may result in more perceptually salient 

asynchrony. It thus seems reasonable that infants would process visual-first or synchronous 

stimuli, which are more consistent with natural stimuli, differently than they would auditory-first 

stimuli, which are not. In those two conditions, infants may have relied more heavily on one of 

those informational sources (in this case, the auditory information) when categorizing the speech 

events.  

This pattern, though inconsistent with the main hypothesis laid out in the introduction 

(namely, that infants in the asynchronous conditions would exhibit a matching for whichever 

modality-specific information was presented first), might explain the preference for auditory 

match sequences of infants in the synchronous and visual-first conditions. Although infants 

familiarized to visual-first stimuli were expected to rely on visual information when processing 

speech, this preliminary result, that young, inexperienced infants may rely more heavily on 

auditory information than visual information whenever the stimuli are naturalistic, is consistent 

with some prior research indicating that visual influences on speech perception are not as robust 

in infancy and early childhood. The robustness of visual capture on auditory speech perception 

increases with age and with experience with a specific language, as does the strength of the 

McGurk effect (McGurk & Macdonald, 1976; Desjardins & Werker, 2004; Werker, Frost, & 

McGurk, 1992; Dupont, Aubin, & Ménard, 2005; Tremblay et al., 2007; Sekiyama & Burnham, 

2008). Additional research using this design but varying the time interval by which signals are 

offset could better illuminate this asymmetry in the effects of auditory-first or visual-first stimuli.  

Another possibility is that, given that the threshold for detection of temporal asynchrony 

is lower when auditory information precedes visual information than when visual information 
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comes first, infants may not have integrated the auditory and visual signals in the auditory-first 

condition at all. Indeed, when the temporal asynchrony of two signals is high, it is typical for the 

integration of those signals to decline (e.g., Munhall et al., 1996). If infants in the auditory-first 

condition perceived the auditory and visual signals discretely, such an experience during 

familiarization may have disrupted any matching during test. Again, future work increasing the 

interval by which the auditory and visual signals are offset could test this possibility.  If indeed 

infants in the auditory-first condition do not exhibit a matching preference at test because they 

are not integrating the two sources of information, longer intervals should interfere with a 

matching preference in the visual-first condition as well. 

 Given that differences in match preferences were only observed on the second pair of test 

trials, additional research might also examine whether a longer test phase would reveal greater 

divergences in infant looking time as the test phase progresses. Additionally, although infants 

were required to attend visually to the familiarization stimuli for two minutes prior to proceeding 

to test, such exposure may not have been sufficient given the complex, unnatural stimuli. 

Moreover, as the speech sounds used were unfamiliar to infants, and the checkerboard used 

during test had only been presented briefly to infants prior to familiarization, an overall novelty 

preference may have disrupted any preference for auditory-match or visual-match stimuli. Again, 

a longer test phase may reduce this confounding effect. 

 An additional exploratory analysis was conducted on the entire dataset to determine 

whether there was any effect of the specific phones used in this study. As noted in the 

introduction, studies examining the integration of incongruent audiovisual signals in infancy and 

adulthood have revealed an asymmetry in the tendency of certain phones to elicit visual capture 

or the McGurk effect. Because of a lack of power, the current design cannot directly test whether 
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infants were more affected by the temporal order of the auditory and visual signals when the 

auditory signal was from a dental consonant or from a retroflex consonant. However, the second 

exploratory analysis indicates that infants familiarized to stimuli in which the auditory 

component was retroflex exhibited a matching preference for retroflex auditory stimuli at test. 

Such a finding may indicate that, as has been found in studies probing the perception of 

incongruent audiovisual speech in English, there is an asymmetry in audiovisual integration 

based on the specific acoustic and/or visual characteristics of the phones used. It is possible that 

the retroflex consonant may provide more reliable or salient acoustic information to the perceiver 

than the incongruent dental consonant provided visual information. When observing a 

multisensory event, perceivers typically rely on whichever sensory signal provides more reliable 

information, thus maximizing the accuracy of perception (Ernst & Banks, 2002). If the retroflex 

consonant provided acoustic information to the infants that was more salient than the visual 

information provided by the dental consonant, infants may have more heavily relied on the 

auditory information when processing auditory retroflex/visual dental stimuli. Additional 

planned testing with Hindi-speaking adults, who can verbally report their percepts, may help to 

clarify this asymmetry. 

3.5 Conclusion 

 This study was designed to probe the interaction between infants’ use of content and 

temporal informaiton when processing audiovisual speech. It was hypothesized that, when 

presented with incongruent audiovisual speech in which the auditory and visual signals provided 

conflicting information, infants would rely on one of those sources of information (the auditory 

or the visual) and would subsequently exhibit a matching preference for that information at test. 

Moreover, it was predicted that the addition of a temporal offset to the incongruent auditory and 
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visual signals would bias infants’ use of the auditory or visual signal, causing them to rely more 

heavily on whichever signal was presented first temporally. Although no effects of 

familiarization condition were revealed in the overall study, an exploratory analysis on the 

second pair of test trials revealed that infants familiarized to visual-first and synchronous stimuli, 

which mimic the natural temporal arrangement of auditory and visual signals in the environment, 

were processed differently than auditory-first stimuli, which violate such an arrangement. 

Specifically, infants familiarized to more naturalistic stimuli exhibited a preference for auditorily 

matched stimuli at test, indicating that they may have better integrated and categorized the 

speech sounds during familiarization by using the auditory information therein. While additional 

research is necessary to probe the strength of this effect, this study provides some preliminary 

evidence that, although the early speech percept is multisensory, auditory information may be 

more informative than visual information when the two provide conflicting information. 
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Chapter 4: General discussion 

4.1 Background and research questions 

 Perception of the world’s objects and events is a multisensory process. Humans (and 

many non-human animals) detect auditory, visual, haptic, and olfactory/gustatory signals in the 

environment, and process those signals into unified perceptual entities. This process of 

integrating signals from multiple sensory modalities appears to be obligatory and automatic, 

and—as outlined in Chapter 1 of this dissertation—results in perception that is more accurate and 

faster than unisensory perception alone (e.g., Posner, Nissen, & Klein, 1976; Bahrick & 

Lickliter, 2000; Vroomen & de Gelder, 2000; Murray et al., 2004). The processing of the human 

speech signal, present in nearly every typical social interaction from the first moments after birth, 

is no exception to this pattern. Speech perception is not simply auditory, but multisensory, and 

particularly audiovisual (Rosenblum, 2005; Ghazanfar & Takahashi, 2014). The production of 

speech results in signals that can be seen, heard, and felt by a perceiver. These signals are highly 

correlated not only in time and space, but also in content, and adults and infants are both 

sensitive to these correspondences. Visual information boosts auditory perception for adults and 

infants alike (Sumby & Pollack, 1954; Summerfield, 1987; Remez, 2005; Navarra & Soto-

Faraco, 2007; Teinonen et al., 2008; Ter Schure et al., 2016), and both groups detect even small 

asynchronies in the timing of auditory and visual speech (Munhall, Gribble, Sacco, & Ward, 

1996; van Wassenhove, Grant, & Poeppel, 2007; Dixon & Spitz, 1980), although the asynchrony 

detected by infants is not as small as that of adults (Lewkowicz, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2010). 

Even hearing adults are capable of speechreading, in which they decipher the content of visual 

speech without corresponding auditory information (Summerfield, 1992). Infants, too, match 

heard and seen speech sounds from their native language (Kuhl & Meltzoff, 1982, 1984; 
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MacKain et al., 1983; Patterson & Werker, 1999, 2003) and, until such a sensitivity declines in 

the first year of life during perceptual attunement, from unfamiliar languages as well (Mugitani, 

Kobayashi, & Hiraki, 2007; Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014). Infants appear to be 

sensitive to the match between heard and seen speech by relying on low-level, modality-general 

information that the auditory and visual signals share, such as temporal synchrony in their onsets 

and offsets (Lewkowicz, 2010), and they may even rely more heavily on this type of information 

than adults do (Baart et al., 2014). But recent research also suggests that infants match heard and 

seen speech even when temporal information is unavailable or uninformative (Pons et al., 2009; 

Kubicek et al., 2014). 

 Nonetheless, speech perception has historically been conceptualized as a primarily 

auditory process, and not as a multisensory one (Campbell, 2008). As a result, a great deal of the 

research probing the development of early speech perception has been conducted in the auditory 

domain, and quite a few outstanding questions remain regarding the nature, development, and 

limits of audiovisual speech perception. In this dissertation, I have reported my attempts to 

further develop the understanding of multisensory speech perception by probing a series of 

questions with young infants at the outset of language acquisition: 

1) How does our understanding of a relatively well-understood phenomenon of early 

auditory speech perception, perceptual attunement, change when we consider 

carefully the audiovisual nature of speech perception and of infants’ early encounters 

with speech? Specifically: 

a. Do infants detect incongruence in unfamiliar audiovisual speech in the 

absence of temporal cues to congruence, and does such sensitivity decline in 

tandem with perceptual attunement? 
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b. Can the well-established trajectory of perceptual attunement be shifted by 

exposing infants to richer audiovisual speech, rather than auditory-only 

speech? 

2) How do infants use both content and temporal information when perceiving 

audiovisual speech? Specifically: 

a. When observing incongruent, synchronous audiovisual speech, on which 

modality (auditory or visual) do infants rely to process that speech? 

b. Does changing the temporal dynamics of audiovisual speech affect the way in 

which infants process the auditory and visual signals? 

4.2 Detection of audiovisual (in)congruence and visual influences in auditory perceptual 

attunement 

4.2.1 Detection of audiovisual incongruence 

In Chapter 2, I first used a novel methodology to probe whether infants at six, nine, and 

11 months of age, prior to, during, and after perceptual attunement, detect audiovisual 

incongruence in an unfamiliar language. To do so, I familiarized infants to audiovisual 

exemplars of consonant-vowel (CV) syllables from Hindi, a language with which none of the 

infants tested were familiar. These CV syllables were minimally contrastive, consisting of either 

the Hindi voiced dental stop /d̪/ or the voiced retroflex stop /ɖ/, followed by the Hindi long vowel 

/ɑ:/. In one condition, infants in all three age groups were familiarized to congruent exemplars of 

these syllables. In another condition, infants were familiarized to incongruent exemplars in 

which the auditory and visual signals were isolated from different phonetic categories (e.g, an 

auditory /ɖɑ:/ paired with a visual /d̪ɑ:/), but presented in temporal synchrony. I expected that, if 

infants at these ages are sensitive to audiovisual congruence even in this unfamiliar language, 
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infants’ face-scanning patterns would differ by familiarization condition. Specifically, I predicted 

that infants familiarized to congruent audiovisual speech would exhibit visual fixation patterns 

similar to those observed by Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift (2012), who probed infants’ face-

scanning patterns when watching native and non-native audiovisual speech. In response to the 

incongruent stimuli, I predicted that infants would shift their face-scanning patterns, fixating 

more on the mouth region of the model’s face than the infants familiarized to congruent speech. 

Such a pattern has been observed in response to incongruent speech in an infant’s native 

language (Tomalski et al., 2013), but this present study is the first to probe whether infants 

exhibit such sensitivity to a language with which they are not familiar. 

In the first place, the results of this phase of experimentation comprise a replication of the 

findings presented by Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift (2012), as, when familiarized to congruent 

speech, the face-scanning patterns of infants in all three age groups of my study were similar to 

those presented in the non-native condition of their study. In addition, my results indicate that 

six- and nine-month-old infants, prior to and during perceptual attunement, respectively, detect 

content incongruence in the audiovisual speech of a non-native language. Infants at these two 

ages who were familiarized to incongruent speech deployed a greater proportion of their overall 

looking time to the mouth region of the model’s face than did those infants familiarized to 

congruent speech. This result corroborates the findings presented by previous authors (Pons et 

al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 2014), and indicates that the period of sensitivity to non-native 

phonemic contrasts, mostly tested in the auditory domain, also extends to the detection of 

correspondences in audiovisual speech. Further, this result makes a novel contribution to the 

field by demonstrating that infants—until a certain age—detect content incongruence even when 

the signals of heard and seen speech are presented synchronously. As such, my finding indicates 
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that infants may rely on more than low-level modality-general cues to match heard and seen 

speech, and rather that they are sensitive to the correspondence between the fine-grained content 

details in the two signals as well. 

4.2.2 Modifying the trajectory of perceptual attunement 

The second question posed in Chapter 2 was whether the well-established trajectory of 

perceptual attunement could be modified by the imposition of audiovisual speech. As reviewed 

in Chapters 1 and 2, young infants are sensitive to the acoustic distinctions between consonants 

and vowels in their native language as well as in many non-native languages, and exhibit such 

sensitivity until sometime after six months of age (depending on the specific contrast tested) 

(Trehub, 1976; Aslin, Pisoni, Hennessy, & Perey, 1981; Werker, Gilbert, Humphrey, & Tees, 

1981; Werker & Tees, 1984; Werker & Lalonde, 1988; Polka & Werker, 1994; Anderson, 

Morgan, & White, 2003; see Maurer & Werker, 2014, for a review). However, with a few 

exceptions (e.g., Pons et al., 2009; Weikum et al., 2007; Sebastian-Galles et al., 2012; 

Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006), much of the research conducted on perceptual attunement in 

language has been conducted in the auditory domain. I proposed that the period of sensitivity to 

non-native consonant distinctions in the auditory domain might be extended by providing infants 

with additional information from another sensory modality (vision). As reviewed above, the 

addition of information from a second sensory modality has been shown to boost discrimination 

of speech and non-speech stimuli, and I probed whether such an effect might be evident in 

perceptual attunement as well. Previously reported results (Bruderer et al., 2015; see Appendix 

A) have established that English-learning six-month-olds, but not the nine- or 11-month-olds, 

would be sensitive to the acoustic distinctions in the Hindi dental and retroflex stop consonants 

and would exhibit discrimination of the two. I predicted that, by familiarizing infants to 
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audiovisual exemplars of the consonants prior to testing them, the performance of the nine-

month-old infants, in the midst of perceptual narrowing, could be boosted. Crucially, I 

hypothesized that infants’ discrimination of the sounds would only be improved after 

familiarization to congruent, but not incongruent, audiovisual speech.  

To test my question, after familiarizing all infants to either incongruent or congruent 

speech, as described above, I tested them using an auditory-only discrimination task. The results 

of the test did not support the hypothesis that discrimination of auditory speech sounds can be 

boosted with prior audiovisual familiarization, as both the nine- and 11-month-olds, regardless of 

familiarization condition, failed to exhibit evidence of discrimination at test. However, an 

interesting pattern of results emerged in the six-month-old sample. Those infants, who ordinarily 

do exhibit evidence of discrimination of these speech sounds (Bruderer et al., 2015; Appendix 

A), continued to do so after congruent audiovisual familiarization. However, after incongruent 

familiarization, infants shifted their pattern of discrimination. Rather than exhibiting greater 

looking time to the alternating test trials (the typical pattern of discrimination and one exhibited 

by the infants familiarized to congruent speech), the six-month-old infants familiarized to 

incongruent speech exhibited longer looking time to the non-alternating trials at test. Such a 

result, while not evidence that the incongruent familiarization reduced later auditory 

discrimination, does indicate that infants’ processing of the audiovisual stimuli was affected by 

the incongruence in the heard and seen speech signals that they observed, in turn affecting the 

way in which they listened to subsequent auditory-only speech. 
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4.3 Infants’ use of both temporal and content information in audiovisual speech 

perception 

I tested my remaining questions in Chapter 3, here attempting to further investigate how 

infants use both fine-grained content information as well as low-level modality-general 

(temporal) information in their processing of audiovisual speech. Again, I tested these questions 

using non-native language in order to determine how infants process audiovisual speech prior to 

specific experience with the phones in question. First, given that six-month-old infants in 

Chapter 2 exhibited detection of audiovisual incongruence in non-native speech, I probed how 

infants process the divergent information from the two sensory signals. I hypothesized that, 

when observing this type of speech, infants would be sensitive to the content incongruence in the 

speech signal, and would rely more heavily on either the auditory information or the visual 

information to decipher the incongruent information presented. Second, I hypothesized that 

infants’ use of auditory or visual content information would be modified by experimentally 

manipulating the temporal dynamics of the two sensory signals. Previous results have indicated 

that infants are sensitive to both modality-general (temporal) correspondences in seen and heard 

speech (Lewkowicz, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2003, 2010; Baart et al., 2014), as well as to fine-grained 

content correspondences in the auditory and visual signals (Pons et al., 2009; Kubicek et al., 

2014; Chapter 2 of this manuscript). I hypothesized that by temporally offsetting the auditory 

and visual signals of speech such that one type of information preceded the other, infants’ use of 

auditory and visual information in deciphering the speech signal would be modified. 

Specifically, I predicted that infants would rely more heavily on whichever sensory signal came 

first temporally, regardless of how they perform when the two signals are presented 

simultaneously. Such results, I reasoned, would provide evidence that infants can use both 
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auditory and visual content information when processing speech, but that their reliance on one or 

the other of these signals varies as a function of the temporal dynamics in a speech event. 

In one condition of the study presented in Chapter 3, I tested my first question by 

familiarizing infants to temporally synchronous, incongruent audiovisual speech consisting of 

the same Hindi dental and retroflex consonants utilized in Chapter 2. I then tested infants using 

an auditory matching procedure. I predicted that infants would exhibit evidence of matching to 

either the visual or the auditory signal from familiarization by deploying more of their looking 

time to the test sequences that were either auditorily or visually matched. Then, in two additional 

conditions, I again familiarized infants to incongruent audiovisual speech, but temporally 

manipulated the auditory and visual tracks of the stimuli such that the information from one 

modality preceded the other by a short interval (333 ms), one that falls outside infants’ threshold 

for the integration of heard and seen speech (Lewkowicz, 2010). Infants in these two temporally 

asynchronous conditions were tested in the same auditory matching procedure as the infants in 

the synchronous condition.  

The main results of the auditory matching phase in Chapter 3 were inconclusive. When 

analyzing the test phase in its entirety, infants did not exhibit a pattern of auditory or visual 

match, regardless of familiarization condition. Infants in all three conditions looked roughly 

equally to the auditorily and visually matched test sequences. However, post-hoc analyses 

conducted on the data revealed some interesting patterns. First, when examining only the second 

(last) pair of test trails, it appeared as though infants familiarized to synchronous or to visual-first 

stimuli may have exhibited a preference for the auditorily matched sequences at test. Such a 

pattern seems reasonable, as natural audiovisual speech is actually not audiovisually 

synchronous. Rather, the visual signal of speech slightly precedes the auditory signal, an 
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asymmetry that is corrected by the sensory and perceptual systems of the perceiver (Burr & 

Alais, 2005). I therefore examined the possibility that the matching preferences of the infants in 

the synchronous and visual-first conditions patterned together, and differed from those of the 

infants in the auditory-first condition. Indeed, infants in the synchronous and visual-first 

conditions exhibited a preference for auditorily matched sequences in the second pair of test 

trials, while infants in the auditory-first condition exhibited no preference at test. Although this 

result is inconsistent with my hypothesis (that infants would rely more heavily on the 

information that was temporally precedent during familiarization), it provides some initial 

evidence that—when observing speech in which the temporal dynamics of the auditory and 

visual signal are more consistent with the natural environment—infants rely more heavily on 

auditory information to process the speech signal. This result of greater reliance on the auditory 

signal in these conditions is also consistent with previously reported evidence that humans’ 

susceptibility to visual influences on speech perception increases across the course of 

development, and is not as strong in infancy as in adulthood (McGurk & Macdonald, 1976; 

Desjardins & Werker, 2004; Werker, Frost, & McGurk, 1992; Dupont, Aubin, & Ménard, 2005; 

Tremblay et al., 2007; Sekiyama & Burnham, 2008). It is similarly possible that, throughout the 

lifespan, the acoustic information in speech is more salient, and thus a more reliable perceptual 

signal, than is visual information. 

A second post-hoc analysis was conducted on the data in Chapter 3 in order to determine 

whether infants use of auditory or visual information in processing the speech signal was 

affected by the phonetic characteristics (auditory or visual) of the specific phones used in testing. 

Previous investigations with English-speaking and –learning subjects have revealed an 

asymmetry in the tendency of certain visual phones to elicit visual capture or the McGurk effect. 
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For example, when observing an artificial syllable comprised of an auditory /bɑ/ and a visual 

/vɑ/, adults and infants appear to exhibit visual capture, categorizing the syllable as /vɑ/ 

(Rosenblum & Saldaña, 1992, 1996; Rosenblum, Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997; Desjardins & 

Werker, 2004). Such an effect does not occur when the auditory syllable is /dɑ/ and the visual 

syllable is /vɑ/. When exposed to that stimulus combination, English-speaking adults exhibit no 

influence of the visual signal, perceiving the syllable as /dɑ/. In light of that evidence, it seems 

possible that the infants tested in Chapter 3 were more susceptible to auditory or visual 

influences as a function of whether the auditory syllable presented during familiarization was 

dental or retroflex. To explore this possibility, I collapsed the data across conditions, and 

reanalyzed infants’ matching preferences at test based on whether they were familiarized to 

auditory retroflex or auditory dental sequences (with corresponding visual signals from the other 

phone type). I found that infants familiarized to sequences consisting of a retroflex (/ɖɑ:/) 

auditory component (and thus a dental (/d̪ɑ:/) visual component) exhibited a moderate auditory-

match preference at test, while those infants familiarized to the opposite type of stimulus 

exhibited no matching preference. This result provides additional evidence that, even in a 

language with which they have no experience, infants are sensitive to the fine-grained content 

differences between the phones of the language. Such differences, particularly where they render 

the auditory or visual signal of a phone more salient, may drive infants’ use of auditory or visual 

information in the perception of naturally occurring audiovisual speech. 

4.4 Research questions revisited 

 In light of the evidence presented in Chapters 2 and 3, I revisit the main research 

questions posed in this dissertation.  
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How is our understanding of auditory perceptual attunement modified when we consider 

carefully the audiovisual nature of speech perception and of infants’ encounters with speech? 

First, do infants detect incongruence in unfamiliar audiovisual speech in the absence of temporal 

cues to congruence, and does such sensitivity decline in tandem with perceptual attunement? The 

answer to both of these questions appears to be yes. Eyetracking results from the familiarization 

phase of the experiments presented in Chapter 2 indicate that six- and nine-month-old infants 

familiarized to incongruent audiovisual speech deployed more of their visual fixation time to the 

mouth region of the speaker’s face, while those familiarized to congruent audiovisual speech 

exhibited face-scanning patterns that are typical of infants at the various ages tested (Lewkowicz 

& Hansen-Tift, 2012). Given that the only difference between the familiarization conditions was 

content congruence, this difference alone constitutes evidence that six- and nine-month-old 

infants in the incongruent conditions detected the content mismatch. However, these results are 

even more convincing in light of recently reported evidence that infants deploy more of their 

visual fixation time to the mouth region of a speaker’s face when observing incongruent speech 

in their own language (Tomalski et al., 2013).  

Crucially, in Ch 2, 11-month-old infants deployed more of their looking time to the 

mouth region of the speaker’s face, regardless of familiarization condition. This pattern is 

consistent with results obtained in previous studies indicating that infants at this age deploy more 

looking time to the mouth region of the face while watching non-native speech (Lewkowicz & 

Hansen-Tift, 2012; Kubicek et al., 2013). However, the lack of difference in face scanning 

patterns between familiarization conditions at 11 months indicates that detection of incongruence 

in non-native audiovisual speech declines along with infants’ reduction in sensitivity to non-

native acoustic differences across the first year of life. This finding corroborates that of Pons and 
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colleagues (2009) and Kubicek and colleagues (2014), demonstrating that infants’ matching of 

non-native auditory and visual speech declines in tandem with perceptual attunement. However, 

the current result also extends their findings by demonstrating that, prior to this decline, infants 

detect content incongruence in audiovisual speech even when the auditory and visual information 

is presented simultaneously.  

Second, can the well-established trajectory of perceptual attunement be shifted by 

exposing infants to richer audiovisual speech, rather than auditory-only speech? The results of 

the experiment presented in Chapter 2 do not provide evidence that the trajectory of perceptual 

attunement can be shifted by providing infants with audiovisual exemplars of speech, regardless 

of whether the auditory and visual signals of that speech is congruent or incongruent. Although 

pre-attunement six-month-old infants’ perception of audiovisual speech was shifted as a function 

of whether they were familiarized to congruent or incongruent speech, nine- and 11-month-old 

infants exhibited no evidence of increased auditory discrimination at test. Such a result diverges 

somewhat from recently reported evidence that audiovisual speech can boost auditory 

discrimination. In one study, Ter Schure and colleagues (2016) reported preliminary evidence 

that, when familiarized to audiovisual exemplars of a non-native vowel contrast in a bimodal 

distribution, auditory discrimination of that contrast was moderately boosted. Although the 

formants of naturally produced vowels are not steady-state, the relatively long durations of vowel 

formants compared to the shorter durations of the frequency modulations caused by stop 

consonants (Repp, 1984; Bouchon, Floccia, Fux, Adda-Decker, & Nazzi, 2015) may provide 

additional information to the infant. It thus seems possible that the discrimination of non-native 

vowel contrasts may be more easily boosted than the discrimination of consonant contrasts, even 

though native-language vowel categories stabilize earlier in development than do consonant 
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categories (Kuhl et al., 1992). Such a difference may explain the divergence in the results 

obtained in the current study and those of Ter Schure and colleagues (2016). However, the 

current results also diverge from those reported by Teinonen and colleagues (2008), who 

demonstrated that infants’ otherwise poor discrimination of unimodally distributed, synthetic 

consonants could be improved by familiarizing them to pairings of the auditory consonants with 

corresponding visual displays. Although that study used synthetic stimuli, the consonant 

distinction tested was acoustically familiar to the English-learning infants (/bɑ/ vs. /dɑ/), as were 

visual articulations accompanying the two sounds. I was interested in probing whether infants’ 

discrimination of a non-native consonant distinction could be boosted by audiovisual 

familiarization, and therefore sounds that were unfamiliar to the infants both acoustically and 

visually. Infants’ familiarity with the stimuli presented by Teinonen and colleagues (2008), 

compared to their lack of familiarity with the stimuli used presently, may explain the difference 

between the results obtained. 

In Chapter 3, I probed whether and how infants use both content and temporal 

information when perceiving audiovisual speech. More specifically, a) when observing 

incongruent, synchronous audiovisual speech, on which modality (auditory or visual) do infants 

rely to process that speech? And b) does changing the temporal dynamics of audiovisual speech 

affect the way in which infants process the auditory and visual signals? The results of the study 

reported in Chapter 3 are somewhat inconclusive with respect to these questions. Overall, infants 

familiarized to incongruent, temporally synchronous audiovisual stimuli did not exhibit a 

preference for auditorily or visually matched test sequences, and adding a small temporal offset 

to the auditory and visual signals did not change infants’ overall looking time patterns at test. 

However, when considering the infants familiarized to synchronous, incongruent stimuli in 
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combination with those familiarized to visual-first incongruent stimuli, a moderate preference for 

auditorily matched test sequences emerged on the second pair of test trials. Although only 

preliminary, this result indicates that infants may rely more heavily on auditory information in 

the perception of unfamiliar speech when temporal dynamics of that speech are consistent with 

those of the natural environment. Adults are less sensitive to asynchrony in audiovisual speech 

(and non-speech events) when the visual information temporally precedes the auditory 

information than when the reverse is true (see Chapter 3 for a review). It seems possible that 

infants, exhibiting the same asymmetry in detection of temporal asynchrony, perceived the 

visual-first and synchronous stimuli as natural speech, and relied more heavily on auditory 

information to decipher the speech signal.  Such an interpretation is consistent with previously 

reported findings suggesting that the visual influence on speech perception evident in adulthood 

emerges across development. Infants and young children exhibit lower effects of visual influence 

than do adults (McGurk & Macdonald, 1976; Desjardins & Werker, 2004; Dupont, Aubin, & 

Ménard, 2005; Tremblay et al., 2007; Sekiyama & Burnham, 2008). Moreover, at least one study 

probing visual capture indicates that such an effect is dependent on language expertise (Werker, 

Frost & McGurk, 1992). As the infants tested presently were both young (six months of age) and 

inexperienced with the language used, a tendency to rely on auditory information is somewhat 

consistent with previously reported results.  

Another supplemental analysis probing the effect of the specific speech sounds used in 

experimentation reveals that infants may have been more auditorily influenced by one type of 

stimulus (the retroflex consonant) than by the other (the dental consonant). This result is 

consistent with the widespread asymmetry in studies probing visual influences on speech 

perception, in which certain auditory phones are susceptible to visual influence and others are 
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not (e.g., McGurk & Macdonald, 1976; Rosenblum, Rosenblum & Saldaña, 1992, 1996; 

Rosenblum, Schmuckler, & Johnson, 1997). 

4.5 Limitations and future directions 

 The results obtained in the present series of research studies add to a growing body of 

knowledge about infants’ audiovisual speech perception. They provide evidence that young 

infants detect content incongruence in audiovisual speech, even when they are unfamiliar with 

the specific sound-sight combinations tested and even in the absence of temporal cues. 

Additionally, they provide evidence that—when infants detect content incongruence—such 

incongruence modifies their speech percept. Further, they provide some preliminary evidence 

that infants may rely more heavily on auditory information when perceiving unfamiliar speech in 

which the auditory and visual signals conflict, and that their use of auditory or visual information 

may depend on the specific acoustic and/or visual properties of individual speech sounds. 

Nevertheless, there are a few ways in which these studies were limited in their generalizability 

and applicability.  

First, although the decision to use non-native speech was a principled one in service of 

the broader research question, the unavailability of a native language control group
1
 limits the 

interpretation of the current results. Although these studies provide evidence that English-

learning infants detect content incongruence in audiovisual exemplars of these Hindi syllables, 

and although an assumption can be made that Hindi-learning infants would be equally sensitive, 

such a question has not been tested. As noted throughout this dissertation, Lewkowicz and 

                                                

1
 Recruitment of Hindi-learning infants as a comparison group is ongoing, but the relatively 

small size of the population has rendered recruitment difficult. Over the course of 30 months of 

recruitment, only eight Hindi-learning infants have generated usable data in one condition of 

these experiments.  
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Hansen-Tift (2012) discovered that infants’ face-scanning patterns were different when 

observing native speech than when observing non-native speech. Specifically, in their study, 

English-learning infants deployed more of their visual fixation time to the mouth region of the 

face when watching non-native (Spanish) speech. The face-scanning patterns observed in 

Chapter 2 (of English-learning infants observing Hindi speech) are consistent with this pattern. 

That English-learning infants deployed more of their visual fixation time to the mouth when 

observing the Hindi speech may have provided them with the opportunity to notice the 

incongruence in the auditory and visual speech signals. Hindi-learning infants, who—in keeping 

with the results presented by Lewkowicz and Hansen-Tift (2012)—may have exhibited less 

looking time to the mouth region in response to native speech, may have actually been less 

sensitive to content incongruence than were the English-learning infants. On the other hand, 

research with adults has indicated that deployment of visual fixation time to the mouth region of 

the face are not necessary to decipher speech (Vatikiotis-Bateson et al., 1998), and it is thus 

possible that Hindi-learning infants would detect content incongruence even while deploying 

more of their visual fixation time to the eyes. Probing this same question with Hindi-learning 

infants in the future would clarify whether the pattern of incongruence detection varies as a 

function of linguistic experience. 

Similarly, it is yet unknown how native speakers and learners of Hindi would process the 

incongruent, asynchronous speech used in Chapter 3. As noted in that chapter, the answer to this 

question, particularly if asked of adult speakers who can verbally report what they perceive, 

would aid in better understanding the current results. As noted, among English speakers with 

whom most studies of visual capture and the McGurk effect have been conducted, there is an 

asymmetry in which syllables elicit visual influence on perception and which do not. However, it 
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is not known which consonants elicit such effects in Hindi. Future research conducted with adult 

speakers of Hindi would provide insight into how this type of speech is processed, and 

specifically whether and how divergent visual and acoustic information from the dental and 

retroflex consonants can be integrated. In turn, those results might better explain the findings 

outlined in Chapter 3. For example, if Hindi-speaking adults report perceiving a retroflex 

consonant when presented with an incongruent auditory retroflex-visual dental syllable, such a 

finding might explain why infants familiarized to auditory retroflex syllables, regardless of 

temporal dynamics, exhibited an auditory match preference at test. 

Methodologically, there are a few areas in which the current experimental designs could 

be modified in an attempt to further explore the current research questions. As detailed in 

Chapter 2, infants were exposed to audiovisual tokens of speech prior to an auditory-only test of 

discrimination. However, the familiarization phase was consistent in duration for all infants, 

regardless of the amount of looking that they deployed. As a result, some infants (i.e., those who 

looked at the experimental apparatus consistently) were exposed to more audiovisual speech than 

were others (i.e., those who spent a greater proportion of their time looking away from the 

screen). Although a supplemental analysis conducted to determine whether amount of looking 

during familiarization predicted discrimination at test did not reveal any effect, requiring infants 

to accumulate a certain amount of looking time during familiarization before proceeding to test 

could give them greater opportunity to use the audiovisual information to discriminate the non-

native speech sounds. Indeed, in one study that succeeded in boosting nine-month-olds’ 

discrimination of similar speech sounds by pairing them with novel, non-speech objects, 120 s of 

accumulated looking time during familiarization was required before infants proceeded to the 

test phase (Yeung & Werker, 2009). 
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Another methodological detail that may have affected the present findings is discussed 

briefly in Chapter 3. In the studies presented in that chapter, infants were familiarized to 

synchronous audiovisual speech and, in two separate conditions, to asynchronous audiovisual 

speech in which the two sensory signals were offset by 333 ms. The choice of this particular 

interval was guided by previous research. Prior studies have demonstrated that infants’ detection 

of audiovisual asynchrony is weaker than that of adults, and infants require more temporal offset 

(greater than 500 ms) to detect asynchrony (see Lewkowicz, 2010, for a review). Because the 

questions posed in Chapter 3 concerned infants’ use of the auditory and visual signals in tandem 

and probed the nature of the resulting percept, an interval of 333 ms was chosen in order to avoid 

infants’ treating of the auditory and visual stimuli as separate events, while still being large 

enough to increase the salience of one signal over the other. However, given that infants do not 

detect temporal asynchrony explicitly when the auditory and visual signals are offset by less than 

500 ms, it is possible that the temporal manipulation in the study presented in Chapter 3 was 

insufficient to change infants’ perception. Further research conducted using multiple temporal 

offset windows could determine whether the size of the interval used presently caused an 

attenuation of the hypothesized effect.  

4.6 Applicability to typically developing and special populations 

It would be beneficial to determine to what extent infants’ sensitivity to temporal and 

content correspondences in audiovisual speech actually aids in their acquisition of the 

phonological systems of their native language(s). Although the present research and the previous 

studies reviewed throughout this dissertation provide evidence that infants use both content and 

temporal information in matching seen and heard speech, and that the addition of visual 

information modifies auditory perception, it is not known how an individual infant’s ability to 
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detect congruence in audiovisual speech and/or sucseptibility to visual influences in speech 

perception correlate with later language outcomes. Previous studies have demonstrated that 

individual differences in infants’ early phonological development (e.g., their individual pattern of 

auditory perceptual attunement) correlate with higher level linguistic skills later in ontogeny 

(e.g., vocabulary size) (Molfese, 2000; Tsao, Liu, & Kuhl, 2004; Kuhl, Conboy, Padden, Nelson, 

& Pruitt, 2005). Longitudinal studies examining the relationship between early phonological 

development and later language abilities should also take into account visual influences on 

speech perception that are evident in the first year of life.  

Moreover, no known studies have examined how infants with visual impairments differ 

in their discrimination of auditory speech sounds, though it has been established that visually 

impaired adults exhibit greater better auditory spatial tuning in some (though not all) tasks (e.g., 

Röder et al., 1999; Finocchietti, Cappagli, & Gori, 2015) and that they exhibit superior auditory 

discrimination of certain vowel contrasts, compared to their sighted peers (Ménard, Dupont, 

Baum, & Aubin, 2009). If visual information is indeed an important tool in infants’ development 

of perceptive language, as the results of the present studies suggest, differences might emerge in 

the discrimination of non-native speech sounds (and, perhaps, in native speech sounds as well) 

when examining infants with visual impairments.  

Similarly, infants with auditory impairments might exhibit differences in their treatment 

of incongruent and/or asynchronous speech. Adults with auditory impairments exhibit enhanced 

visual speech perception, and often are better speechreaders than are normally hearing adults 

(Auer & Bernstein, 2007). However, at least one study has demonstrated that the ability to 

integrate auditory and visual signals from speech is reduced in hearing-deprived children with 

cochlear implants (Bergeson, Houston, & Mitamoto, 2010), and that their audiovisual speech 
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perception is dominated by information from the visual modality (Schorr, Fox, van Wassenhove, 

& Knudsen, 2005). Importantly, the latter study also demonstrates that audiovisual integration 

outcomes are improved if cochlear implantation occurs before 2.5 years of age, suggesting a 

possible sensitive period for the integration of heard and seen speech (see also Werker & 

Hensch, 2015). These results indicate that it may be important to extend the basic findings 

gleaned from experimentation with typically developing infants in the laboratory to atypically 

developing populations, in order to determine the relative importance of intermodal sensitivity in 

the acquisition of language. Specifically, it would be informative to determine whether, first, 

there are differences between typically developing and sensory deprived populations in their 

performance on the type of task outlined in this thesis, and—if so—whether such differences 

correlate with higher level linguistic outcomes later in development. 

It is also important to note that findings gleaned from testing typically developing infants 

in the laboratory may not be generalizable to the entire population. Even within the broad 

spectrum of typical development, there is significant cultural and socioeconomic variation in the 

amount of face-to-face and verbal interaction that infants have with their caregivers (LeVine et 

al., 1996; Ochs & Schieffelin, 1984; Richman, Miller, & LeVine, 1992). In general, North 

American caregivers and those from other Western, industrialized cultures engage in more 

frequent en face interactions with their infants (Fogel, Toda, & Kawai, 1988; Kärtner, Keller, & 

Yovsi, 2010), a pattern even more pronounced in high-SES families (Beckwith & Cohen, 1984). 

Given the relatively high amount of “face-time” likely provided to the high SES, Canadian 

infants tested in these studies, it is possible that—due to this additional exposure—they are better 

tuned to the complex correlations between the visual and auditory kinematics of speech. Such 

exposure would still not have allowed the infants tested to learn the specific sound-sight 
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mappings of Hindi, an unfamiliar language, but may have boosted their sensitivity to the match 

between the auditory and visual signals of speech in general. Testing infants from other cultural 

and/or socioeconomic backgrounds, while also collecting data on the amount of en face 

interactions that infants have with their caregivers, could illuminate the importance of face-to-

face interactions in boosting audiovisual speech processing during the period of rapid language 

acquisition in the first year of life. 

4.7 Conclusion 

 Using the experiments described in this dissertation, I have used novel methods to 

advance evidence that young infants, prior to and during perceptual attunement, detect content 

incongruence between the auditory and visual speech signals of an unfamiliar language. 

Remarkably, they appear to do so without the use of low-level temporal cues, which were not 

available to them in my experimental design. Instead, I propose that infants at these ages are—

like adults—sensitive to the fine-grained content details of the seen and heard signals of speech, 

and are able to use their expectations of correspondence between those signals to detect 

incongruence. Further, I demonstrate that incongruence in auditory and visual signals changes 

infants’ perception of speech, even in a language with which they have no expertise. Finally, I 

present preliminary evidence and suggest future work to more clearly determine that—as infants 

have access to both temporal and content information in the auditory and visual signals of 

speech—they use both of these sources of information when processing audiovisual speech. 

Taken together, the results of this dissertation bolster the advancing theoretical orientation that 

speech perception is robustly multisensory from birth, and is so without a reliance on experience 

with the specific sound-to-sight pairings of an individual child’s language(s).
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Appendices 

Appendix A: 6-month-olds’ auditory discrimination of non-native Hindi phones  

At six months of age, infants discriminate between similar consonant phonemes from 

non-native languages, a sensitivity that declines shortly thereafter (Werker & Tees, 1984, inter 

alia). A series of studies in my laboratory, including those presented in this thesis, rely on Hindi 

dental and retroflex consonants, which, in general, six-month-olds discriminate auditorily. 

However, in order to conduct the current studies, new audiovisual stimuli were engineered. Prior 

to using these stimuli in new studies, we first replicated prior findings to ensure that six-month-

olds indeed discriminated our new stimuli auditorily. 

The following analyses are modified from an article of which I was second author 

(Bruderer, Danielson, Kandhadai, & Werker, 2015): 

Six-month-old English-learning infants were tested in a standard alternating/non-

alternating procedure in which looking time to a checkerboard was the dependent variable (Best 

& Jones, 1998). Infants were presented with two types of trials: those in which tokens from the 

dental and retroflex phonetic categories alternated in presentation (alternating trials, ‘Alt’), and 

those in which tokens from the same speech sound category were repeated for the duration of the 

trial (non-alternating trials, ‘NAlt’). In this design, significantly longer looking time to the Alt 

over the NAlt trials is taken as evidence that infants discriminate between these two sound 

categories.  

Twenty-four English-learning six-month-old infants participated in this experiment. 

Looking time data were analyzed across the 4 trials of each type (4 Alt, 4 NAlt). Following 

Yeung and Werker (2009), looking time data were analyzed in pairs of trials, where each pair 

contained one Alt and one NAlt trial: pair one included the first two trials of the study, pair two 
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included the third and fourth trials, and so on; this allowed us to account for any changes in 

looking time across the series of trials. A 2 (Trial Type) X 4 (Pair) repeated-measures ANOVA 

was performed on the looking times, using the within-subjects factors of Trial Type (Alt or NAlt) 

and Pair (1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, or 4

th
). The main effect of Pair was significant, F(3,69) = 9.84, p < .001, ηp

2 

= .30, indicating that infants’ looking time significantly declined across the four pairs of trials, as 

is standard in familiarization or habituation looking time paradigms. Further, there was a 

significant main effect of Trial Type, F(1,23) = 4.32, p = .049, ηp
2  

= .16, and no interaction with 

Pair, F(3,69) = 1.63, p = .19, ηp
2 
= .066, suggesting that the difference in looking time between 

the two types of trials did not significantly differ across the four pairs. Follow-up investigation of 

looking time means for the significant Trial Type effect showed that infants looked longer during 

Alt trials (M = 9369.17 ms, SD = 4033.06) than NAlt trials (M = 8542.29 ms, SD = 4053.58). 

The results from Experiment 1 replicate previous findings showing that six-month-old English 

learning infants are able to discriminate the non-native Hindi /d̪/-/ɖ/ contrast. 

 

 


